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CHAPTER I 
INTH.O DUCT ION 
I 
lr 
i 
There have been many studies made or the English novel dur-! 
i 
1ng the nineteenth century, but very little attention has been 
given to the development of the fashionable novel which took 
place in the first thirty•five years of the century. The pur-
pose of this thesis is to trace the developnent of this particu-
lar type of novel in all its phases, from its birth in the earl~ 
eighteen-hundreds to its death in the late thirties. 
From the beginning of the nineteenth century, novels were , 
written that treated of fashion and society. However, up to 
1824, the treatment of these subjects was not extensive. In 
1824, Theodore Hook published his first series of Sayings and 
Doinga in which he definitely emphasized fashion and society. 
I, 
I I: 
!'I 
li 
I 
" i: 
i ~ 
I' !I 
His novels received popular acclaim, so he continued writing on 1: 
I ~ 
these sub"ects. Soon other writers followed him, notably Mrs. I' .~ I 
Catherine Gore, who was one of the most prolific and popular 1 
writers of this type of novel. According to the opinion of the I 
I ~
best sources available, especially Myron tsrightfield' s 'l'heodore I 
I 
I Hook and his Noyels, and Ernest .t:iaker • B History of the ~glish j: 
Novel, V. 7, the other noteworthy writers of these novels were 1: 
I' 
Horace Smith, J:tobert Ward, Thomas Lister, Henry Phipps, Uharl~~ 
I 
tsury, Letitia Landon, Lady Blessington, Mrs. Trollope, BenJamin 1 
Disraeli, and tsulwer-Lytton. 
I 
The popularity of the fashionable novel continued into the 
eighteen-thirties; then about 1835 it began to fall into dis-
favor. However, some writers, especially the tireless Mrs. ~ore~ 
I; 
I 
continued writing in the same style for the next ten years. 
In preparing this thes1~ ~r1ghtrield's book and Baker's li 
~ history have been invaluable guides. General histories of the 
century have not contributed a great deal since their treatment i 
I• 
of the subject has been rather cursory and repetitious. In nmyl, 
\: 
cases the subject has been omitted entirely. However, a few 1: 
special studies lsee bibliography) have proved very helpful. I' 
Periodicals of the time such as tslackwood' a ~inburgh Magazine, ~~ 
I 
the c.J.uarterli Rey1ew and the Edinburgh Review have proved excel-; 
i, 
lent sources for contemporary opinions and criticisms. In find-' 
i 
I 
ing later criticisms and opinions, it has been necessary to de- J; 
i' 
pend on chance references in the general histories. Concerning i 
I 
the novels themselves, the two main figures in the school, 
Theodore Hook and Catherine Gore, have been concentrated on, 
and their importance as fashionable novelists illustrated. In 
treating the lesser writers, their most representative novel 
1 has been selected and its contribution to the school pointed 
out. 
2 
i 
I 
I 
CHAPTE!t li 
SOCIAL AND ~UONOMIU BAUKGRUUNUS 
i 
I li In order to understand completely the development and sue- i' 
1: 
1: 
I' 
cess of the fashionable novel, it is necessary to review the 
social and economic condi tiona of England during the period 1800~, 
1840 in so far as they are pertinent to this development. 
i 
I, 
In regard to society, this period was noted for its pte~ 
seeking and exclusiveness. Lovett and Hughes1 state that the 
Regency and reign of George IV covered a period in which there 'I II 
I' 
',, 
was a freedom from national danger which showed itself in an ac-: 
I 
I 
celeration of luxury and pleasure seeking; that the nobility drew 
I, 
I' 
I 
attention because of its frivolity and dissipation; and that the: 
i 
!J reflection came in the novel of fashionable life where the man- !; 
ners and vices of the great were exhibited. 
Traill2 says that from 1815-1832 exclusiveness was the 
golden rule of society in London; that the test of membership 
the fashionable world was a ticket of admission to Almack's, 
1: il 
in: 
I 
!: 
I 
II 
London 1 s famous club and assembly rooms; and that the lady p3.1za1-:: 
eases who held the key of this seventh heaven were known to be 
inflexible. 
1 R. M. Lovett and Hughes, H. s., History of the Novel in 
.121gland (~oston: Houghton Mifflin uo., 1932}, · 'P.' 190. -
2 H. D. Traill and Mann, J. ~.eds., Social England (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's tiona, 1904), v. 6, p. 97. 
il il 
li li 
li 
II 
I' 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Although England has always been class i 1
1 
consc ous, apparently 
the breach between classes was at this time wider than ever. A I~ 
~lackwood writerl said that within the past thirty years (1800-
i 1830) a great separation had insensibly grown up between the 
higher orders or the aristocracy and the middle classes. There 
was no good will or kindly feeling at all; English society had 
attained exclusiveness to the greatest degree in those thirty , 
years. Society groups were composed of "fox-hunters and syco-
phants, whiskered dandies, or scarlet-pantalooned hussars, the 
-' I I elegantes of Almacks, and the loungers of St. James s titreet 
clubs. •• 2 
As for the middle classes, this same author said that flat- : 
' tery and influence from the exclusives meant a great deal. 
In truth, the passion of the middling ranks for notice 
from the nobility, ror admission into their circles, and 
even a bow or a smile from their leading characters, is 
perfectly ridiculous, and is one of the features or our 
political situation, which most excites the astonishment of 
roreigners.3 
The writer further stated that the influx of fashionable novels 
and the eagerness with which they were devoured was proof of 
that middle-class attitude. 
Bince social conditions and attitudes arise largely from 
·' economic condi tiona, it is essential to note the economic state 
~ Vol. 35. January, 1834. pp. 71-73 
3 Loc. cit., p. 73 Ibid., p. 75 
of England at this time. On the whole it was a time of pros-
: perity and change. The same ~lackWood author stated that in 
January, 1824, a profound peace had existed for nine years. 
i 
I' 
I' 
I 
I' i' !! 
I 
Our manufacturing cities resounded with the din of busy \: 
I' 
work-men; our harbours were crowded with the masts of mer- 1 
cantile enterprise; the ocean was whitened by the sails of 1 
our fleets; the rich were affluent and prosperous--the poor( 
industrious and contented... Every waste was waving with \: 
corn; or dotted by innumerable flocks; financial diffi- I' 
culties seemed to have disappeared ••• the strongest heads ; 
were swept away by the unparalleled flood of prosperity .1 ,i 
This period of prosperity was likewise 1: a time of transition:~ 
The industrial revolution at the end of the eighteenth century I: ll 
was changing England from an agricultural to an industrial coun-l 
'I I 
try. Although there is no source known to me which shows a defi~ 
I 
,' 
nite connection between this industrial revolution and the I 
fashionable novel, it seems logical to assume a connection for 
this reasJn: As a result of the revolution a new class of rich 
manufacturers sprang up, whose aim was to make money as fast as 
possible. Now these men and their families aspired to high so-
cial rank; once they had the money, all they wanted was a posi-
, tion in the exclusive circle. On this point Ernest Baker2 states: 
that in the eighteen-twenties the industrial revolution was 
beginning to upset social landmarks and start rapid changes in 
class distinctions and manners. A writer in the ~uarterly :Eariew: 
gives further authority for this view in stating that at this 
~ Ibid., p. 69. 
Ernest A. Baker, History of ~ En~lish Novel {London: 
H. F. 3and G. '•Utherby, 1936), v. 7, p. 204. Vol. 48, October, 1832, p. 166. 
time the middle class had a great ambition to rise into the upper, 
i: 
i 
li class; that the desire of rising and the fear of sinking had 
I 
pushed the middle classes in their attempts to go onward and up- : 
· ward. ~ulwer-Lytton also states that 
In proportion as the aristocra·cy had become social, and 
fashion allowed the members of the more mediocre classes a 
hope to outstep the boundaries of fortune, and be quasi-
aristocrats themselves, people eagerly sought for repre-
sentations or the manners which they aspired to imitate, 1 and the circles to which it was not impossible to belong. 
I 
This middle class aspiration and the reaction of the upper class !I 
to it, forms the theme of a number of fashionable novels, and 
seems to be a natural outcome of condi tiona arising from the in- · 
dustrial revolution. 
The fashionable novels, then, were written mostly in a 
period of economic prosperity and social exclusiveness; they were 
a reflection of an era 1n which money and position seemed to 
occupy the place of importance in the public eye. Until approxi..; 
I 
I mately 1835-1840, when the economic and social changes began to 1 
I 
)I be felt widely, these novels found their temporary niche in the ~~ 
field of literature. 
1 Bulwer-Lytton, England and ~ English (New York: 
J. Harper, 1833), V.2, pp. 73-747 
il 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J. and I' 
I' 
,I 
i! 
il li 
I 
II 
II 
I 
·CHAPTER III 
THE RI~~ OF THE FAoHIONABLE NOVEL 
In the previous chapter it has been pointed out that social : 
' conditions in l!:ngland were conducive to the rise of the fashion-
able novel; as a Blackwood reviewer1 suggested, the fashionable 
1 novel was a by-product of the age. During the period 1800-1840 
, the aristocracy was in a state in which it had never been before • 
the novels were a natural mirror of the times in which the foi-
2 bles of the aristocracy played a prominent part. Any writer 
, who was keen enough to see the lucrative possibilities in this 
I new subject for novel writing had the stage properly set. 
Also, the reading public was in a receptive mood for the 
rise of this kind of novel. People were living in a period of I I 
the abridgment of labor where the easiest work appeared the most I: 
charming. This temper was carried over into the field of read- i; 
ing; the novel easiest to read was the most popular. The gates j 
i 
.~were let down and mediocre authors writing mediocre novels were I 
admitted. People would tolerate only light reading, taking a I 
i 11 dip 11 into entertaining memoirs. jjulwer-Lytton3 speaks of these( 
I 
I 
1 conditions and blames the people for allowing them. On the 
4 i 
other hand, Charles Knight excuses the people and says that it 1 
~ Vol. 35. January, 1834, p. 75. 
Ibid., pp. 71-75. 
3 Bulwer-Lytton, Paul vlifford (New York: J. and J. 
1830) v. l, Introduction pp. VII-VIII. 
I 
I Harper~ 
! 4 c. Knight, Popular Histor* or England (London: 
and Evans, 1862), v. 8, pp. 476- 77: Bradbury I 
I 
! 
i. 
i 
I, 'I 
'' I imuat be taken 1nto consideration that this was a transition pelioi, 
l' 
/in which a.n adjustment had to be made. He says that people were 
1 hard working and wanted relaxation at the end of the day; that 
they were 1n a new age of rushing to which they had to accustom 
their lives. Their energies were overtaxed and therefore amuse-
ment was all they desired from their reading. A large portion ! 
'of the readers were beginners who had had no training, so serious\! 
; application couldn't be expected. A newly found leisure had I 
greatly enlarged the size of the reading public. I 
I 
II Sir Walter Scott also helped the fashionable novel to rise I 
'through the fact that his popularity had caused novel writing 1n 
1 
I 
i't 
I~ 
general to rise in importance as is evidenced by the fact that 
, the "annual yield of British novels had been quadrupled by the 
time of Scott' a death (1832) as compared with what it had been I 
,, 
1 1: 
, when he was in the middle of his Waverley series (about 1824). 11 li 
In addition to the fact that a ready subject and a ready 
· audience opened the way for the fashionable novel, it must be 
taken into consideration that there was no other literature that 
offered serious competition. George ~aintsbury2 says that in 
the late twenties and thirties, the country was badly off for 
novelists, especially those of modern and contemporary life. 
,Scott's best, he states, had been written, Miss Austen was dead, 
and Dickens had not yet come; that ~cott's line was different, 
1 
li !i 
l, 
David Masson, British Novelists and Their tltyle {Boston: 
Gould2and Linc~ln, 1859), p. 2~8. - 1 George ::>aintsbury, The Collected ];ssaY.§_ and Papers or 1! 
George Saints bury (London: _ J .M. lJe?t ~~ Sons, 1932) v. 2-;-p.l6li. 
I 
- ! 
and that Miss Austen had made no school. Hook wrote on subjects 
that were easy for him and which were in keeping with the mood 
and times. Writers followed in his footsteps and a new school 
was born. All-in-all it seems that Hook launched his career at 
a most auspicious time. 
In regard to other fields of literature, there was likewise 
no serious competition offered. There was nothing being written 
in the field of the drama, and the last poet, Hyron, had satis-
fied people's taste for poetry for a time. In fact, Bulwer-
Lyttonl suggests that with the death of Hyron there was a nabzal 
i 
II 
distaste for poetry and this increased the desire for prose \ 
I fiction. 11 
I It also happened at this time that there was a trend toward\: 
1: 
realism. ~1r Walter ~cott earlier had written stories of natunaLi 
life and manners in Scotland, and had found out 
I 
I 
I 
I 
that facts are better than fiction; that there is no roman~i 
like the romance of real life; and that if we can but ar- I 
rive at what men feel, do, and say in striking and singular 
situations, the result will be more lively, audible, and 
f'ull of vent than the fine-spun cobwebs of the brain ••• he 
has conjured up the actual ~eople he has to deal with ••• in 
their habits as they lived. 
The reader of the day was interested in facts. He wanted "a 
correct and striking representation of that which is daily tak-
ing place around him, n3 according to a writer in the !$uarterly 
Review who says that this realistic trend had been going on 
~ Bulwer-Lytton, Ehgland and the English, v. 2, p. 73. 
J. Zeitlin, Hazlitt 2n English Literature (New York: 
Oxford University Preas, 1913), p. 227 
3 Vol. 24, January, 1821, p. 352 
since the beginning of the nineteenth ~~ century • In the ria e of 
the fashionable novels the public obtained a ~triking 
t:1 represen-
tation of that which was daily taking place around it; how 
correct 1t was is another matter. 
Furthermore, class consciousness had ita effect on the ria 
of these fashionable novels, which "illustrate feelings very 
deeply rooted, and productive of no common revolution. u1 
~gland is extremely class-conscious and divided, and be-
2 cause of this fact a reviewer in the Edinburgh Review says the 1~ 
! 
fashionable novel found its opportunity. Each class is distinct! 
from the other and has its own peculiar modes and habits of 
thought and action; yet at the same time the separation has 
never been so e:-:clusive but that an enterprising and talented 
person could crash through the gates. Therefore, says this 
reviewer, there was a natural and general interest in the say-
ings, doings, and manners of the upper class, and anyone who, 
from personal observation, could tell of that region, was as-
sured of· a curious reading public, especially among tne middle 
class, or aspirants. Its general unattainableness had some-
thing exciting about it. 
There is further evidence that middle-class curiosity was 
very important in establishing these novels. A writer in the 
Quarterly Review says 
~ Bulwer-Lytton, op. cit., p. 73. 
Vol. 55, April, 1832, p. 209. 
I 
-~--~~~~- ----~ ~- -~----- -_- ~ ---~-~---~ ---~ -~~ --~ .. - ~---- -~~-~---- --~~I 
I 
A large number of the 'reading public' think it material toj 
them to be informed, after what manner persons of a certain! 
rank and consequence in society demean themselves toward 
each other in the minutest particulars; and are willing to 
misspend their own time in learning the precise mod!l upon 
which these more distinguished idlers spend theirs. 
Also, a Blackwood writer says the people were eager for 
1 this sort. of thing; they had 
! -
a vile hankering after the fruits of real or supposed 
espionage among the circles of what is called fashionable 
life--this dirty curiosity for minute details of2what passes in the interior of 'exclusive' saloons ••• 
I, 
Thackeray in his inimitable manner, equally well, if leas I 
, seriously, portrays the situation: II 
I' The public likes only the extremes of society, and votes1 
mediocrity vulgar. From the Author they will take nothing I 
but Fleet Ditch; from the Authoress, only the very finest [' 
rose v1ater. I have read so many of her ladyship's novels, ! 
that egad! now I don't care for anything under a marquis. 
Why the deuce should we listen to the intrigues, the mis-
fortunes, the virtues, and conversations of a couple of 1: 
countesses, for instance, when we can have duchesses for ; 
our money? What's a baronet? pish! pish! that great coarse 
red fist in his scutcheon turns me sick! ••• give us no ~orl 
of these low people; nothing under strawberry leaves... [I 
Ernest Baker4 also says these novels appealed to curiosity I 
and furthermore says they appealed as well to snobbishness with 
their attention to manners and to style; and in particular that 
Lady Caroline Lamb's glowing pictures of fashionable society 
were nectar and ambrosia to the snob. 
~ Vol. 48, October, 1832, p. 165. 
Vol. 30, September, 1831, p. 536. 
3 w. M. Thackeray, Character oketcbes, "The F'ashionable 
Autho4ess" (London: Smith, Elder, 1869), p. 418. 
~. A. ~aker, !h& History of the ~~lish Novel (London: 
H • .tt'. and G. Vlitherby, 1936), v. 7, pp 20 -205. 
I 
! II-
The attitude of the aristocratic class must be considered 
1 
as aiding the establishment of these novels because in propor-
tion as the middle classes idolized the aristocracy, the aria-
. tocracy scorned them. Charles Knight1 attributes Hook's success 
, to the scorn of the aristocracy for the middle class, whose vul- 1 
/ garity is raillee in his novels. Since Hook gave the fashion-
able novel the form and favor it enjoyed for a number of years, I 
I 
it seems that Knight 1 s opinion can be extended to cover the )
1 
school as a whole. This opinion would mean that the aristocracy)! 
l! 
:' also enjoyed reading these novels in spite of the fact that their 
I !I 
own foibles and vices were exposed at the same time. They ap-
11 parently trusted that because of their rank, wealth, and fine 
clothes, they would be admired all the more for their profligacy 
11 
and crimes. That is exactly what did seem to happen for a few 
: years. 
It has been shown that a demand for fashionable novels was 
created by contemporary conditions and that they were read by 
all classes. A Blackwood writer2 in 1834 said that these novels 
were devoured both by higher circles and by inferior 5rades, by 
honourable lords and milliners' apprentices. A more recent 
opinion, that of Myron ~rightfield( says that the fashionable 
; novels were not read by fashionable admirers, but only by the 
apprentice and mantua-maker. In any event there was a large 
1 Knight, op. cit., v. 8, p. 468. 
32 Vol. 35, January, 1834, p. 75. M. Brightfield, op. cit., p. 279. 
II, 
.:---.:· 
--·--"-'·1------ -------
, enough audience to make these novels profitable and very much in 
favor in the years 1825-1835. 1 
It appears that the reviews of newspapers and periodicals 
I 
~~~ 
greatly incited the desire and demand for fashionable novels. I! 
1': 
At this time newspaper columns were victims of whatever the novel-
1 
21 publishers chose to indite concerning the wares they dealt with. ; 
And they took only amusing parts of all their new books for ex-
tracts to administer to a lazy taste for the superficial and ex-
citing.3 Now apparently the fashionable novels were victims of 
this system of advertising, for a Blackwood writer says that 
every season these novels are ushered into the world with ::puffs 
1 preliminary," that adults believe such newspaper paragraphs as 
authorities: 
a wholly new view of fashionable life, in some of its most 
guarded circles is about to burst on the eyes of mankind 
from the pages of • Almacks •, or 'The ~~clusiv~', or ••• 
'Wedded Life in the Upper Ranks', etc. 
i 
I 
i It is recorded that in one instance a publisher of a forth- : 
coming fashionable novel sent around his clerk to the various ·1: 
circulating libraries with a distinct intimation from the pub-
lisher that it was the work of Her Royal Highness the Duchess or: 
i 
Gloucester. Naturally a huge number of copies was ordered. It l 
I 
i 
turned out that the author was a Unitarian teacher in Lancashirel-
and the book was atrocious! 5 
l Ibid., p. 299. S Blackwood, Vol. 30, beptember, 1831, p. 535. 
4 Knight, op. cit., v. 8, p. 468. 
5 Blackwood, op. cit., p. 534. Blackwood, v. 30, ~eptember, 1831, p. 535 
,I 
- 'T" --~";·-···-"·-·--
.... .. . . ..... ..... - I 
Thackeray in his parody, the Fashionable Authoress, ~~~ 
further the reception of a fashionable novel. .t<'irst, there ap-
pears a short and not very exciting paragraph in the editor's 
, paper. But a few days later the editor is asked to dinner at 
I the author's home, whereupon appears a long article in the 
I 
I 
largest type: 
The griding excitement which thrills through every fibre of1 
the soul as we peruse these passionate pages is almost too 
painful to bear. Nevertheless, one drains the draughts of 
poesy to the dregs, so deliciously. intoxicating is its na- · 
ture. We defy any man who be~ins these volumes to quit them 
ere he has perused each line. 1 
I 
In such auspicious circumstances the fashionable novel made! 
I 
its appearance. Theodore Hook was the man who gave the fashion-!' 
able novel the form and favor it enjoyed for a decade, but before 
I 
I 
him there were authors writing between 1800 and 1824 who notice- ! 
ably treated the subject of high society. They prepared 
for the greatest figure in the group. 
1 Thackeray, Character l::)ketches, "Fashionable Authoress, 
p. 420. 
CHAPTER IV 
EARLY FASHIONABLE NOVELltiTS 
'.l.'he fashionable novel came into general favor in 1824 with 
the publication of Theodore Hook's Sayings and Doings in which 
he emphasized fashion and society •1 However., since the begin-
• I ning of the century, authors had written about those subjects, 
but apparently the treatment was not very striking for these 
novels gained no great reputation as fashionable novels. Myron 
Brightfield in his book on Theodore Hook2 states that these mrly: 
II 
'I 
novels fall into three classes, the first of which contains Mrs.\] 
Parsons's The Miser and his Family (H300), and Hannah More's II 
CP.elebs in Search of .€!: Wife (1808). These novels make invidious\! 
.. ·r I' 
comparisons between fashionable life and life devoted to plain 
living. The second group consists of pure romances in which 
1 
fashionable life is mentioned incidentally. Novels in this e;oup' 
I 
are T. l:i. Surr' a !: Winter in London (1806) and Lady Caroline ) 
Lamb's Glenarvon (1816). The third group which vulgarizes 
society contains Pierce Egan's ~ in London (1821-24). 
For purposes of this thesis, two novels from the groups, 
' 
! 
i 
I 
I 
l 
! 
CO.elebs in tiearch of .€!: Wife and Glenarvon have been selected for.! 
brief analysis. 
Hannah More, the author of Coelebs in Search of .€!: Wife, had: 
established herself as a member of London society during the 
~ Brightfield, M., Theodore Hook and His Novels, pp. 298-9. 
Ibid., pp. 293-4. - - -
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last of the eighteenth century. Her lively talents for convereaD 
tion, her strong sense and good temper made her a general favor-, 
ite, but she tired of the false glitter and desired to go back [ 
' to the country and settle down. With her background of society I 
life and an inherent love o!' religion, she wrote in 1808 Co,elebs, 
1n Search of ~Wife, which ie a novel without a story, full of 
aphorisms and observations. 
The novel ie very moral and religious in tone; fashionable 
! incidents and manners are introduced in an incidental manner. 1 
!. 
The object of the book ie llenforcement of religious principle 
and the condemnation of a life lavished in dissipation and 
1 fashionable amusement. nl Coelebs, a word meaning a young bache-, 
[: 
' lor in search of a wife, conducts hie search for an ideal repro-1 
duction of his mother among the fashionables of London and late1
1 in the country at the home of an old family friend. It is the 
former location in which we are chiefly interested. Co.elebs 
meets many society people whose actions and manners he describes 
always being sure to relate them to religious principles. 
I 
I 
He notices particularly the obvious propensities of fashion+-
li 
able ladies to find a suitable husband (suitable meaning wealth~i 
and titled) for their glittering and shallow daughters. Need-
leas to say coelebs doesn't find hie wife here. 
1 Edinburgh Review, v. 14, April, 1809, p. 148. 
lt 
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I 
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i One incident that particularly well illustrates the mode in[ 
i which fashionable ladies live--and also shows the bad influence I 
i 
oi' these society women on working people--is that of the little i 
I 
flower girl, Fanny. b,anny' s family is destitute: her father is 1 
i 
1 in prison because he can't pay a£700 debt owed in turn to his 
I 
wife for millinery work. Because of this accumulation of mis-
fortune, Fanny • s mother is very sick, and b'anny is making and li I 
I, 
I selling flowers to make a living. Lady .belfield tries to help [: 
her by bringing her customers, one of whom, Lady Melbury, is tre~ 
I' 
mendously enthused by this charitable idea of helping the poor. l 
i! 
! In fact, she orders twelve dozen flowers. It turns out that 
/i 
Lady Melbury is none other than the incurrer of the £700 debt, I, 
and when questioned as to why she did it, she characteristicallyi' 
replies, 11Uh, I did not mean to have paid for them till next 
year. ·•1 Anything to make a show. 
A paragraph spoken by Lady Belfield, not only shows the 
I: 
i' I 
1: 
moralizing tendency of Mrs. More, but also depicts very well the! 
I 
ambition of the middle classes that was noticeable as early as 
1808: 
Among the various objects of ambition, there are few in 
life which bring less accession to its comfort, than an in-
1 creasing strug5le to rise to an elevation in society very 
much above the level of our o'vn condition, without being j 
aided by any stronger ascending power than mere vanity ••• 
when there is no energy more powerful than the passion to I 
begreat, destitute of the gifts which confer greatness, 
the painful efforts of ambition are like water, forced mnve 
1 ts level by mechanical powers. It requires constant ex- I 
ertions of art to keep up what art first set a-going. Poor; 
1 H. More, Co elebs in k)earch of 1! Wife (New York: .Uerby 
and Jackson, 1858;, p. 93 
I 
I 
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Mrs. Temtha:tn. 's head is perpetually at work to maintain theli 
elevation she has reached. and how little after all is she 
considered by those on whose caresses her happiness depends! 
She has lost the esteem of her original circle, where she I! 
might have been respected, without gaining that of her high!, 
associates, who, though they receive her, still refuse her 1 
claims of equality. ~he is not conaidered1aa of their~­tablishment; it is but toleration at beat. 
Through various incidents and conversations of this sort, 
Hannah More gives evidence of what can be expected in the later !. 
I 
fashionable novels. Mrs. More's brief introduction to lords andl 
I 
ladies and their shallowness is noteworthy even if she does con-I: 
demn most of them as fast as she introduces them. \' 
u-lenarvon, written in 1816, is another early novel whose 11 
I, 
primary purpose is not to depict fashionable life but to tell li 
•I 
the affair of Calantha and Glenarvon--a thinly disguised' Jjyron i1 
and Lady Caroline Lamb. ~ince Lady uaroline Lamb moved in 
fashionable circles and the beginning of her acquaintance with 
Lord Byron took place in London society, this novel very natu-
rally has many scenes in which lords and ladies play a part. 
~he story briefly is as follows: 
Calantha marries Lord Avondale who is devoted to her and 
who must of necessity be absent from home a great deal. Uuring 1 
~~ his absences, Calantha wastes her time in society; she curbs I 
I 
I 
herself in nothing. Consequently when the lady-killer, Glenano~: 
appears, she is a ready victim of his wiles. Many times she I 
starts to run away, but each time a guilty conscience or some 
1 external event keeps her back. Jfinally Glenarvon tires of her, I 
1 Ibid., p.68. 
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caste her off, and a period of remorse sets in. veath follows 
shortly after her husband rejects her. This is the main theme 
of the story. Throughout, there are many minor intrigues and 
'plots. 
In this novel, especially in volume one, there are numerous 
instances of the nature and actions of fashionable people. vur-
ing the preparation for her marriage Lady Margaret instils the 
following principle into Calantha: 
Child, believe one who knows you well, you worship them 
[grandeur and vani tjl; they are your idols; and while your 
simple voice sings forth romantic praises of simplicity and 
retirement, you hfve been cradled in luxury, and you cannot 
exist without it. 
Also there are numerous typically fashionable conversations 
, one of which "alternately touched upon the nature of love, the 
,use and beauty of the ureek language, the pleasures of maternal 
i 
I 
I 
i 
affection, and the insipidity of all English society. It was 
rather m et aphorical at times: there was generally in it a want 
of nature--an attempt at display ••• n2 
Again, this conversation is not only typically 11 chatty, 11 
but also reveals how the ladies spent their time: 
vvill you come to my opera box Tuesday't Are you going to 
the mask(jd ball ·J:hursday'l Has Mrs. lihurchill sent for you 
to her de.l eune pare? I know she wishes, more than I can ex-
press, to have you. Perhaps you will let me drive you there 
;I 
MY ponies are beautiful arabians: have you seen them1 Oh, II 
by the bye, why were you not at your Lady Margaret's concertt 
I believe it was a concert: there was a melancholy noise in I 
one of the rooms; but I did not attend to it ••• They tell me I 
you think of nothing but love and poetry. I dare say you 1 
write sonnets to the moon--the chaste moon and your husband.3
1 
i' 
I 
1: 
I 
i 
I Lamb, Lady c., _lilenarJroiL (London: Henry IJolburn, 1816), --
1 
V o 1 1 2p • 121 o Ibid., vJ, p. 203. 
3 Ibid., v.l, pp.- 210-211 
1~ 
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In addition to these conversations of which so many are 
found in the later fashionable novels, there are a few other 
characteristics peculiar to that group. ~·or instance there is 
the duel arranged between Lord Avondale and Glenarvon, and the 
, marriage arrangements for Lady Margaret's son. Moreover, the 
book is filled with foreign quotations and expressions such as 
the fashionable novelists delight in using by the hundreds. 
The early society novels did not treat very broadly of 
fashionable life, yet the trend was definitely noticeable. 
Hook began to write he gave ·'an account of fashionable life far 
broader in scope and far closer to reality than such an account 
had ever been before. ••1 i'Vi th him ''the genuine 'fashionabl·e 
novel' took the form in which it was to exist until it fell 
I disfavor about 1835. "2 
; M. ~rightfield, Theodore Hook ~ his Novels, p. 294 
Loc. cit. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
CHI~F FAtiHIONAB~ NOVELISTS 
The two most important writers of fashionable novels were 
Theodore Hook and Catherine uore. Hook's importance lies in the 
. fact that he gave to the fashionable novel the form and favor it 
enjoyed during its flourishing period from 1825-1835. 1 He was a 
i realist writer, the first novelist to present contemporary life 
with all its local color. 2 Mrs. Gore was the most important 
authoress of the group as well as the most prolific. ~he has 
been called the queen of the silver fork novelists, Disraeli's 
i 
11 full blovm rose of a woman. 11 3 Allibone4 is of the opinion that I\ 
perhaps she has done more to familiarize the public mind with the 
: tone of fashionable manners and conversation than any other vzr1.terl 
'of the day. 
Theodore Hook was born in 1788 and passed an exuberant and 
unencumbered childhood in which it was his greatest delight to 
• engage in practical jokes. At the age of sixteen he drifted to 
the theatres where he spent a few years learning anecdotes and 
attempting to write plays. ~ecause of his ready wit and social 
adeptness he attracted the attention of the ~rince Regent and wa 
welcomed in the highest social circles for the purposes of enter~ 
tainment. Into those circles he carried a ready perception, an 
1 
2 Brightfield, Theodore Hook ~ his Novels, p. 299. Ibid., p. 298. 
3 hl. Sadle~ Strange Life of Lady ~lessington, p. 188. 4 Allibone, uritiCSI DICtionary of English Literature, p. 707. 
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active curiosity and a keen sense of the ludicrous,--qual1 ties 11 
1: 
that later enlivened and popularized his writing. It was natural 
that Hook should be the first to write a novel that was almost 
completely fashionable. His subjects were very familiar to him; 
Robert Whiteford1 considers that Hook, as a literary lounger, 
i knew social life under George IV as no other did; and he wrote 
I 
I in a rambling, humorous style exactly sui ted to his subjects. ~~ 
had wit, humor, great graphic powers and could tell a story well~ 
In portraying fashionable life he told of ita follies, extrava-
gances and principles of conduct. Just as Allan Uunningham2 
says: "he limns, it plumed, padded and jewelled ••• he opens the 
lips of his pert misses and mincing madams, and they utter the 
affectations of artificial life'' ••• his page '1mirrors back the 
patched face and false love-locks of this great city." He de-
lighted in dazzling the middle class with titles and silver fork 
detail. 
In 1824 Colburn and Bentley published Hook's first aeries 
of Sayings and D:>ings, !:! Series of Sketches from ~· This was: 
I his first attempt at fashionable life, and it was immensely 
l1 successful. It was reprinted three times before the spring of 
1825. A Blackwood reviewer3 credits his success to two things: 
! his first-hand knowledge of his subjects and the appeal of his 
1 Robert Whiteford, Motives in English !t'iction (New York: 
' G. P. 2Putnam'a Sons, 1918), p. 26a-A. Cunningham, A Biographical ~ Critical History of ~ 
. British Literature of the Last Fifty Years (Paris: Baudry~ir.: 
' Forei~ Library, 1834), p. 162 ·· 
Vol. 17, p. 221 
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~ light and humorous style. tt h • •• w 0 is he that has touched with 
equal skill the actual living, reigning follies of the existing 
1 society of .l!;ngland, or rather, say we, of London?" 
Danvers contained in his first series of Sayings and Doings 
tells the story of a middle class yJung family named ~urton who 
are happy enough until the attitude of their neighbors, a Duke 
and Duchess, provokes them to some sort of emulation. A wealthy 
uncle turns up and pays them an unexpected visit. In spite of 
many worries and the old gentleman's marriage to a vulgar daugpter 
i 
. i 
of a low-class neighbor, on his death he leaves a magnificent 1 
fortune to the ~urtons, provided they adopt the family surname--
Danvers. 
Immediately enormous ambitions arise in the breast of the 'I 
parvenu. People literally fall all over him; he buys the UUke's 
estate, sets up a huge establishment in London, and adorns hie 
wife with costly diamonds. He goes to every social gathering to 
which he can gain access. As a result, after two years he is 
heavily in debt, having been swindled by inferiors cultivating 
' him for his money. His wife becomes aware of her unfitness for 
, London society. Before it is too late, the Burtone save enough 
money to retire and live happily in their ovm class of society. 
Such is the substance of the concise synopsis that ~rightfield 
gives in the appendix to Theodore ~ and Hie Novels. 
Hook's representation of fashionable society in Danvers I 
lies in the reception of the Burtons into that society. Throu1 
them he relates fashionable conversations, tells of the debts 
' 
.incurred in order to maintain a precarious position among the 
1 elite, and notes the regard of the upper class for money, titles, 
and expensive things. Danvers' sudden acquisition of money 
rapidly changed his status in life: 
Four days had scarcely elapsed after his return, before 
he received innumerable letters from persons with whom for 
years he had had no intercourse, congratulating him upon 
his wonderful good fortune; and in less than a week he ac-
cumulated two maternal uncles, one aunt, a half mother-in-
law, and upwards of fourteen cousins in ~cotland alone; he 
was elected a member of three learned societies, and re-
ceived a communication from a university which shall be 
nameless, to know whether !he honorary degree of u. u. L. 
would be agreeable to him. 
To see exactly how money altered his social standing among 
: the fashionables, compare the two following paragraphs: 
i 
I 
Previous to their departure for London, the l.>uchess in- ! 
vi ted the Burtons to dinner; the invitation was accepted \1 
and the party made. Not a soul except the apothecary of the 
neighboring town was there; the dinner was served up mag- fi 
nificently at seven o 1 clock; ••• the champagne needed noth1ngi 
colder to chill it than the company.2 [1 
The Uuke 1 s dinner was splendid in the extreme; but the I 
company, instead of being confined to a family party, aided\ 
by a country apothecary, as it was on the last visit of our 
hero and heroine, consisted of two cabinet ministers and / 
their ladies, a leash ot earls, a countess and two daughters, 
one ~nglish baron, two Irish ditto, a judge and daughter, al 
full general; together with a small selection of younger 
scions of noble stock, in and out of Parliament, and a COtple, 
of established wits to entertain the company.-' I! 
On their arrival in town the tsurtons found it necessary tooo: 
II 
· opera-goers 11 in order to assimilate themselves in due form with i 
i 
those who had in the best possible manner conspired to kill the 
1 T. Hook, Sayings and Uoings, Danvers (Philadelphia: H. u 
Carey and I. Lea, 1824), P.56 
2 Ibid., p. 14 
3 Ibid., p. 62 
I 
r 
I 
1 
ennui of a fashionable winter. 111 At the same time, Mrs. Burton \ 
"received a note from her Grace, requesting to know if it would 1 
I 
be agreeable to her to belong to Almack' s" 2 (the sine qua non of I 
I 
the fashionables), whereupon uthe season opened to the newly-
I 
arrived lady in all its splendour and B'clat. " 2 Not without some I 
jealousy, however, for the same Duchess when she presented her I 
· at court, 11when she saw the diamonds, wished her at the old nick~'; 
Mrs. Burton encountered many difficulties, but none greater \ 
I 
. than when she was in the midst of a fashionable conversat1on4 ! 
I 
I 
· and asked which she preferred--a Ronzi di Beguis, or Uamporese; I 
· or questioned on the relative wit of the French and English. Th~ 
I 
poor woman was completely out of her element, as Hook takes care i 
I 
to scornfully point out. Nor could she reconcile herself to con-: 
)i 
!I 
tinually hearing people being called excellent to their faces, but 
mercilessly ridiculed behind their backs. 
It was not long before she was removed from her misery, and 
the financial and social denouement of her husband was on the 
t1p of every tongue. 
The worry of all these proceedings was hardly equal in 
its effect upon uanvers to the treatment which he had met 
from his guond~ friends; ridicule of his pretensions, of 
his a1'fected taste and jud~ent, of his style of living, of 
his airs and those of h1s poor little stupid w1t·e' was 
lavished on him in newspapers and magazlnes. 5 
1 
2 Ibid., p. 61. Ibid., p. 62. ~ Ibid., p. 76 
5 Ibid., pp. 62-64. Ibid., p. 118. 
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1
much 11 silver fork 11 detail of exclusive social circles, and adoptJi 
I 
a tone of fastidious despair and humorous scorn toward the din- 1 
i ners, affairs, and customs of the middle class.1 This attitude \ 
llr he states as follows: 
I 
'1'his sounds strange, but it is true, and· I and every ot.,_e ,: 
man who mixes in society perceive it, that wealth, inordi~ I 
nate and immense as it may be, cannot give the tact, the 1 
manner of doing things. ln the midst of the golden dishes 1 
and golden vases, there is always some mistake at such din- 1 
ners, some little blunder which neither the master nor the I 
mistress of the house can hope to rectify on any future oc- i 
casion, not being conscious of anything wrong: for instance, 
the butlers stand looking at each other, in attitudes with II 
dishes in their hands, waiting for signals, and hesitating : 
where to put them down: then there is always a dreadful un-r 
certainty about the wine; Lunel is detected in a long-necked' 
bottle up to chin in an ice-pail, presuming to do duty for I 
St. Peray, absent without leave; the claret is frozen hard, ! 
the Hock left luke-warm, and common red port put down upon i 
the table as if people were to drink it; the fish is gener- : 
ally doubtful; the entr~es cold, and the soufflets flat and 
heavy: while the want of regularity in the dinner pervades r 
even the guests, and one has to sit opposite to two or three 
odd-looking persons (connections of the family who must be J: 
asked) with coarse neck-cloths and great red hands, with ! 
gold rings upon the fingers; people who go the horrid lengt 1s 
of eating with their knives and calling for porter. In 1: 
short, tnere is always some draw.back, some qualifier in the / 
affair, which it would be difficult distinctly to define, I 
but which invariably gives the air bourgeoise to all the at 1
1 
tempts of upstart wealth to imi~ate the tone and manner of 
the aristocracy of our country. 
Maxwell, published in 1830, tells of the ambitions of a I 
· middle-class family to attain the rank of the fashionables. They[ 
:never do arrive at their goal, but Hook never tires of poking fuJ 
• at their aspirations. The story concerns Maxwell, a distinguishk 
! 
I 
I 
I 
~ Brightfield, Theodore Hook and his Novels, pp. 276, 278. 
Hook, Danvers, p. 77. 
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• surgeon, his son Edward, his daughter Kate, the family friend, 11 
Godfrey Moss, Uharles ~omerford, Kate's childhood sweetheart, an~, 
: Apperton, a stockbroker whom Kate does marry. Maxwell's two con-I[ 
I 
I himself. He disapproves of Somerford because the young man is 
suming ambitions are a wealthy marriage for Kate and wealth for 
I 
i penniless and his mother was apparently an illegitimate child. 
Maxwell approves of Apperton because that suitor had wealth for 
his daughter and was also helping him invest his own money wisely~ 
Kate was most unhappy in her marriage and Apperton turns out to 
,be an illegitimate son as well as a rascal who makes away with 
his father-in-law's money. Maxwell's ambitions had very sad re-
1 
, sults, but Hook saves the day by killing Apperton, discovering I 
i 
that all of Maxwell's money is not lost, and that Uharles ~omer- i 
I ford is in reality the grandson of an earl. 
Hook makes the most of the situation he puts his characters I 
into; how he chuckles when the person upon whom they pinned all 
their hopes proves lower than the person they spurned. 
I 
By aim-11 
ing too high this middle class family fell hard and low. An out 1 
. eider remarks thus on Maxwell's ambition for his daughter: ·I 
His (Somerford' s) commission was hie fortune, and Maxwell,ll 
when Katherine was sixteen, designed her for a duchess. 1 1 
Time, and the disappointment of her fondest hopes, had, how-l 
ever, reduced her pretensions: she sank annually in attracJ 1 
tion; and, during the last two years, her fall had been so 
rapid that she had settled in the ~tock ~change; and, from 
the golden circlet with the strawberry leaves, the splendid 
equipage, and endless train of servants, she had descended 
to contentment in ~urlington ~ardene, with a city husband, 
and one pair or job horses.l 
I Hook, Maxwell (London: Richard Bentley, 1834), v.l, p.l3 
I 
! 
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I 
I 
~omerford, when he hears of his new fortune--his high birth I 
and wealth--completely sizes up the situation--not only of Max-
. well, but of many members of the middle class--when he says: 
! 
I 
I 
' 
I Maxwell, too, whose van! ty would have been excited, whose. 
pride gratified in the highest degree, by the prospect of i 
such a connection; but such is ever the success of the most 1 
calculating manoeuvrere, who sacrifice the beat affections 1 
of those they profess to love to the petty lucre of gain, or 
the paltry aggrandisement which adventitious rank may be6:Dw.l\ 
All through this novel Hook makes fun of the attitude of the 
1: 
middle class toward the fashionables. Nowhere does he illustrate! 
more clearly his adeptness at detailed description or his humor- i 
I 
ous scorn of the affairs of the middle class, than he does in 
this passage where one family practically broke its neck trying 
to be especially nice to a fashionable friend: 
Mrs. Overall was known to be a lady of fortune, used to 
everything 'nice and comfortable•: she kept her own car- i 
riage, her men servants and all that; and, therefor·e, they 1 
must be very particular, and have everything uncommonly nioe1' 
for her--and so Miss Palmer, the night before, had a white 
basin of hot water brought up to the parlour to bleach al- I 
monds, with which to stick a 'tipsy cake', after the faahio 1 
of a hedgehog, and Mrs. Palmer sent to the pastry-cook' e for 
raspberry jam, to make creams in little jelly glasses, lookl~ 
ing like inverted extinguishers; and spent half the morning )I 
in whipping up froth with a cave whisk to put on their tops 1! 
like shaving lather. And Miss Palmer cut bite of paper, an 
curled them with the scissors to put round the 'waxends' inl 
the glass lustres on the chimney-piece, and the three-cor-
nered lamp in the drawing-room was taken out of its brown 
holland bag, and the maid set to clean it on a pair of 
ricltety steps; and the cases were taken off the bell-pulls, 11 
and the picture frames were dusted, and the covers taken of~ 
the card tables, all in honour of the approaching fgte. 'fuaJ., 
came the agonies of the father, mother, and daughter, just I 
about five o'clock of the day itself, when the drawing-room 
I 
1 Ibid., v. 3, p. 527. I 
\i 
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chimney smoked; and apprehensions assailed them lest the 
fish should be overdone; the horrors excited by a noise in 
the kitchen as if the cod's head and shoulders had tumbled 
into the sand on the floor.l 
And so on, ending with utter confusion upon the arrival of the 
guests. 
Maxwell clearly illustrates Hook's scorn for the middle 
' class and its ambition, and his esteem for the aristocracy with 
its bejewelled dowagers and glittering belles. 
In Gilbert Gurney, Hook attacks fashionable life more di-
I 
I 
I 
rectly. His hero, who is essentially the author himself, wanders 
London, rubbing elbows with society people and perpetratll through 
ing practical jokes in a typical Hook fashion. The novel has 
almost no plot. Gilbert Gurney attempts to study law, but find-
, ing no interest in it he decides to write a farce which proves 
a miserable failure. He meets a coarse wit and practical joker 
named Daly, who is forever thinking up not too innocent jokes. 
They pass from one episode to another in which Gilbert looks for, 
a wife. l>aly easily succeeds in taking Gilbert •·s first sweet-
heart away from him, but ~ilbert, on his first serious move for 
I 
I 
a permanent position with his brother in India, meets a parson's,l 
daughter whom he eventually happily marries. 
Because these two young men, especially Daly, had a smooth, 1 
ingratiating manner, they had an entree into high society. It 
was their acquaintanceship with Mrs. !t'letcher ltreen that pro-
voked many of Hook's keen observations on society and its ways. 
1' Ibid., p. 124. 
- --- -
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Gilbert, thinking amorously of this beautiful widow, gives the 
typically practical attitude toward a fashionaole marriage: 
Wit, beauty, accomplishments, seven thousand a-year, and 
a delightful siste~-in:law to break the toujour~ perdrixism 
of a matrimonial tete-a-tete,--all this, and a fine place 
in the count/y, horses, hounds, battues, acheries, races, 
fetes, B01rees dansantes, and dejeuners d1vato1res; what a 
vision!~ 
Yes, what a vision to have so wretchedly shattered! What al 
I 
i pity for trilbert to suffer such a loss merely because he dis- 1 
i 
covered two hours after a trembling avowal and proposal that the! 
I 
beautiful lady inconveniently had a husband! It seemed to be 
II 
the style for a fashionable-lady to keep her husband in the back~ 
I' 
I ground while she flitted around from opera to ball, charming li 
!i 
everyone and causing many a young heartache. At the opera, as 
elsewhere 
i 
Ji 
••• her vivacity seemed continuous and unweariable. A rapid 
succession of young men, middle-aged men, and old men, ap- It 
peared in her box ••• indeed, although she had professed he~~ 
self to me the most devoted admirer of Italian music, it did 
not appear to me that she took the slightest notice or paid 
the smallest attention to the busin~ss of the stage. Stil~ 
I saw she was the 'admired of all. 1 1 
Hook gives many details about Mrs. Fletcher ~reen's·manner 
of living. Her trivial conversations are reproduce·d and the 
comfort, ease, food, and light diversion to be found at her 
' apartment are described in true silver-fork manner: 
1 Gilbert Gurney (Philadelphia: Carey, Lea and Hlanchard, 
1836)~ v. 2, P• 48. 
Ibid., v. 1, p. 172. 
--~--~----------------------~-~--~ --- ~--- -~- -l ----
1 
A suite of charming rooms, charmingly ~itted up, received 
us; there were flowers, and drawings, and books, and lutes; I! 
and flutes, pianofortes, harps, guitars, a little fat span- 1
1
. 
iel, and a large parrot, and boxes, and bags, and ottomans, I, 
and sofas, and low chairs, and long chairs, and easy chairs· 
and in the middle stood a table affectedly covered with a ri 
table-cloth, on which were tea-cups,- and tea-P<lts, and f.rutts: 
and wines, and fowls, and all sorts of things. 1 
A typical gathering here is described thus: 
Some odiously interesting foreigners ••• formed the group,! 
adorned and sanctified by the presence of some lovely women[! 
••• ; beautiful mothers with lovely daughters; young wives i 
without their husbands; young husbands without their wives; 1 
in short, it was all fascination ••• and when a few glasses , 
of sillery, bien frappe ••• had overcome the diffidence ••• 
I became gay and happy.2 
There are innumerable examples of these keen -and detailed 
, descriptions in Hook's novels. Let these examples suffice to 
, show the glitter and fashionable detail he revels in portraying. 
He very rarely goes below the surface in his writing; he is con-
tent merely to pass from incident to incident, presenting ex-
ternal conditions vividly and in detail. He not only shows the I 
in their own sphere, but he portrays the pass- I 
society of the parvenus, showing the effect Of! 
real fashionables 
ing in and out of 
I their experiences on their morale. This was evident particularly 
in Danvers and ~n various minor incidents in Gilbert Gurney. I 
silver-fork or I Hook, then, was the leading spirit in the 
fashionable school.3 He was the first to cast such a I discerning! 
I 
I 
eye over the panorama of English society and reproduce it ex-
tensively. It is interesting to compare a contemporary and 
~ Ibid., v. 2, p. 37. 
Ibid., v. 2, p. 38. 
3 Knight, Popular History of England, v. 8, p •. ~ 468. 
3J 
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later estimate of him. His biographer, John Lockhart, says: 
That the author of Sayings and Doin&s stands in jeopardy 
of passing away rapidly from the memory of man, cannot in-
deed, for a moment be believed ••• So long as taste for the 
higher works of fiction endures, Maxwell, Gilbert Gurney, 
etc., must ever take high place and precedence on our 
shelves ••• 1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
However, Brightfield' s more modern treatment of Hook states that 1 
,I 
Lockhart is wrong and that his prediction has not been fulfilled~ 
ji 
Allan Cunningham3 later says that Hook has not enjoyed great! 
II 
popularity because he deals too much with the husk of society and 
. ! 
I 
not with the heart; that .his touches of manners and fashions are I 
like the hooped petticoats and lead-loaded shoulders of our gran~ 
II 
mothers--they are dropped and forgotten. The lasting qualities I 
I 
of natural emotion and inward interpretation are lacking. i 
Certainly Hook enjoyed a much greater reputation in his ownlf 
II day than he does now. His importance here lies in his conception 
of the fashionable novel. He gave it a form that was used profi ~-
ably during the next ten years: the loosely-knit plot ~or even 
. no plot), a somewhat careless language supplemented vd th many 
phrases and quotations from foreign languages, and a wide subject 
I covering the intrigues, debts, marriage arrangements, duels, conl
111 
• versations and amusements of fashionable society as well as the 
aspirations of the middle class. Lesser writers followed his I 
example and kept the fashionable novel profitably alive until 
-. 
1 Oliphant, Literary History of England in the End of the 
, Eighteenth and Beginnin~ of the Nineteenth uentury (New York: 
The M~cmillan Co., 1883 , p. 312. 
~ Brightfield, Op. cit., p. 14. 
'Uunningham, Op. cit., p. 164. 
i 
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~1840 or a little later. 
! 
After Theodore Hook laid down his pen, the fashionable nove '! 
was chiefly in the hands of Mrs. Catherine Gore. The subjects 
' 
, esprit and vivacity of style that were very pleasing. The publici 
:demanded more and more of her works and she evidently responded, I 
:for Louis Cazamian says, "Elle n' a pas manqu6 de livrer chaque 1 
I 
r she wrote about were popular, and in addition she had .a natural 
I 
I 
i 
I annee ~ l'avidit6 de sea lecteurs un OcU deUX 0UVrages et ella 
I remplirait a elle seule toute une bibliotheque. nl 
' Mrs. <.Zore, who was the popular widow of Charles Gore, moved I 
I 
I 
widely in fashionable circles at home, in ·Paris, and at German I 
I 
r spas, and thus became very familiar with the thoughts and actions' 
! 
• of lords and ladies. Consequently, she, as well as Hook, was in 
! a position to write fluently and quite accurately about the up-
• per class. A reviewer in the London Athenaeum in 1839 states: 
i 
If the situations and dialogues of Mrs. Gore's novels be 
compared with these usages and laws, and with any of the 
records of the actual sayings and doings of high life, ••• 
they will be found, with a reasonable allowance for artis~ 
colouring, to reflect ~ccurately enough the notions current 
among the upper classes. respecting religion, po~itics, do-
mestics morals, the social affections, etc •.•• 
In The Uiary of~ Desennuyee (1836), Mrs. Gore gives us a 
! very complete picture of society life through the eyes of' Mrs. 
I • 
i lJelaval, a young widow of' twenty-five years. After the death of 
• her husband, Mrs. Delaval finds herself with six thousand a year 
1 Legouis E. and Cazamian~ L., Histoire de la litterature 'j 
angla~se, p. 983. --
' All!lbone, s. A., Critical Dictionary of English Li teratur~ 
P· 7o8. · 1 
3 
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and an honourable place in society, which she.takes advantage of, 
.determined to enjoy herself to the full. Her life is one big ex 
i citement after another; she chases from morning to night--from J!l 
I / dejeuner, to tea, to dinner, to opera, and to a ball. At the en 1 
: 11 
:of the London season she travels on the continent, first spending! 
:a time in Paris, tasting of its gaieties. I After a somewhat dis- 1 
satisfying trip, she returns to London to a marriage with Lord 
:Hartston who sees the fine qualities beneath her frivolous ex-
· terior. 
As is common in fashionable novels, there is no plot, but 
rather a series of incidents involving in some way the central 
character. Through Mrs. Delaval's eyes, we have a distinct pic-
. ture of balls at Almack's, evenings at the opera, social calls, 
; and trivial conversations; we are told how people become the 
: fashion, how great is the abhorrence for intellectual affairs, 
and what kind of a life a social climber leads. Also, we are 
introduced to intrigues of all sorts. 
When Mrs. Delaval came to town she put herself under the 
I 
i 
tutelage of a Lady Cecilia, for "no one was so much the fashion. 11 ~ 
I 
Immediately she began to be keenly observant of fashionable foi- \ 
I bles and aspirants. ~he saw how elated Lady Uecilia was when sh~ 
outwitted .. a tortoise of a dowageru 2 in the choice of an opera I 
box. She learned that the best way for her to get along in 
1 G / I 
2 ore, Diar~ of a Desennuyee, p. 5. Ibid., p. .- -
3 
I 
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was to make her reputation as an "agreeability," and that 
once established, she would be able to live on her reputation 
'Season after season. Other people used different methods. For 
i 
;instance, Mrs. Percy saw to it that she stayed in the public eye 
by being talked about with the most fasnionable man of the sea-
son, whoever he might be. 1 The Uontessa di uampo-Fiorito had an 
even more ingenious method. She had ua puff-preliminary, which 
appeared, ••• , in the Morning Post, the day she first appeared 
. ·at Almack 1 s giving an account of a fatal duel fought in honour of1 
:her beaux yeux, last season, at .!:florence. "2 After that, her posil 
I 
i 
'tion in English society was assured. Mrs. urowhurst, finding 
herself not accepted at all, decided on a coup d' e'tat. 11 i:!he IIBde 
;herself talked about, grew affected, lost her character, and--
,became the fashion! tt3 .l!;veryone wanted to know who was the Mrs. 
•crowhurst concerning whom there was such a scandal with Lord So-
and-So. 
On thinking about these various incidents, Mrs. Delaval be-
: comes curious and asks herself what exactly is fashion·t Her con-
clusions are interesting. ~he decides it means: 
!. 
Ten thousand various things, by ten thousand various 
people. Rank is positive, wealth positive, but .J:I'ashion is 
an airy nothing, which obtains a name and local habitation, 
according to the fancy of the tribunal sitting in judgment. 
Provincial people, speaking of their country races, observe, 
'We had all the fashion of the neighborhood; the duchess andJ 
her daughters, Lord ~o and ~o and his sons;' evidently mis-
taking mere nobility for fashion. London people, of the 
1 Ibid., tL p. 2 Ibid., p. 47. 3 Ibid., p. 39. 
- -
-- -· 
.. ---
second class, talk in the same strain, of 'having met Mrs. 
Bullion and Mrs. Omnium, or other notabilities of the Bank-
stock aristocracy with quantities of their fashionable I 
friends at Hastings or jjrighton.' While the world, the per-
1
1 
emptory world of the two thousand, applies the designation I~ 
of fashion exclusively to that precarious and uncertain disil 
tinction which, for a moment, concentrates _the favour of it~: 
caste upon certain things, or certain persons; individuals 11 
deficient in birth, fortune, morals, and understanding, bavej 
sometimes been eminently the fashion; and, as such, rrererred[l 
before the great or good; have been invited everywhere, . 
courted, caressed, till they attained an air of self posses-
sion--of satisfaction in themselves and the world--conven~ 
tionally termed an air of fashion. 111 
tihe pictures very vividly the difficulty experienced by 
· people who come for their one fling at London society: 
I 
I poor
1 
I 
! 
It is, in fact, surprising how much refitting and re-
modelling is indispensable for poor people, who have been 
figuring with credit at their country seat, to pass current , 
in the crowd of London milliners; mantua-makers, stay-maker~ 
shoe-makers, hosiers, glovers, jewellers, hair-dressers, are 
set in motion merely that three moderately well-looking ~r~ 1 
may pass an evening in society without incurring the charge I; 
of being quizzes. The parents worry themselves to death to ! 
discover the ~ight way to do the right thing; spend half-a- I 
year's income in three months; kill their old butler, lame i 
their favorite horses, break their new carriage, lose their 1 
time and temper; are cited by the newspapers as having been 
presented at some Caledonian or Hibernian ball; in May, as 
having arrived at their house in St. James's Place, from 
their seat in Lincolnshire; and in August, as having de-
parted from the same to the same; while, after all, one 
daughter marries the curate of the.parish, and another, the 
second son of a neighboring 'squire!"2 
Mrs. Delaval lets no part of society escape her--she even 
figures in it rather prominently herself when she is seen with 
Lord Penrhyn alone in her carriage at five o'clock in the morn-
ing. After that episode is taken care of, she travels over the 
1 
2 Ibid., p. 38. Ibid., p. 30. 
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continent, comes back to London, marries and settles down to a 
'more normal life. Strangely enough she has tired of the glamour 
:of fashionable life. 
In Peers and Parvenus published in 1846, the theme of high 
I 
i society is still predominant, but it is supplemented by the in- 1 
1 
jection of a parvenu into that society. The parallel developmentll 
·of two families, the Cleves and the Hillingdons, is pictured, j! 
with emphasis on the latter who are the fashionable people. Jerv I 
! 
'Cleve is the fortunate son of a poor family whose intellectual I 
! 
talents are early recognized by the Hecksworths, a weal thy familY\ 
which sponsors his education. The success of which is quite 
I 
startling. From a picture of Jervis and his environment, Mrs. 
I 
I 
I 
' 
Gore jumps to the Hillingdons and their way of living. ~hey had-
a son, George, and two daughters, Mary and Agatha. George was Jl 
quite the fashionable young man about town; he had an ingratiati ~ 
manner which he used to the greatest possible advantage in his 
search for a weal thy wife. '.l'he two girls were quite neutral 
, characters; like most young ladies of the time, they fervently 
' 
hoped some wealthy titled youth would sweep them off their feet. 
• Their mamma hoped so no leas fervently. A London season, how-
ever, brought no success; so at its close the family decided to 
1 visit their grandparents, who conveniently lived in close prox-
: imity to the Hecksworths. Lucy Hecksworth had just come into a 
! large sum of money, and George had his eye on it. The trip was 
for nought, because Lucy's mother had taken her to Italy for 
her health. That was no deterrent to the Hillingdons--for, as 
George said, "though a consumptive wife is an alarming thing, 
provided her fortunes be as slender as her constitution, an 
heiress whose life is precarious, adds another cipher to her 
fortunes."1 And, says mamma, "here is a girl whose fortune 
would place you completely at ease! ••• ~y securing her you 
, secure Melton, Newmarket, the moors, hunters, hacks, a yacht, a 
team, excursions to Paria-- 11 So off to Italy went the whole 
family. 
Not only were the Heckaworths in Italy, but also Jervis 
1 Cleve, whose reception in the society of Naples was phenomenal. 
He was the favored of ambassadresses and the guest of royalty. 
11An object of general enthusiasm, he was everywhere received 
with a degree of distinction, accorded in England only to such 
1 illustrious strangers as the King of Hanover and Tom 'l'humb. "2 
He had achieved those honors through a pleasing appearance and 
personality and good intellect. ~ut imagine Mrs. Heckaworth's 
acorn at seeing such a situation. l::Saya she, "conceive the ef-
frontery of my garden-boy ever pretending to the attentions of 
: ambassadresses "3--and later on, "Hie old father and aunt are 
, two illiterate peasants. And he ought not to lose sight of 
them, when he intrudes into society so far above him. u4 Lucy 
argues with her, and states even more clearly the typical atti-
tude toward a parvenu, as well as toward fortune: 
~Gore, Peers and Parvenus, p. 67. 
3 Ibid., P• 73. 
4 Ibid., p. 81. Loc •. cit., 
3~ 
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If, instead of obtaining university honors and the notice! 
of the great, ••• his talents, like the shrewdness or bold- 1 
ness of some speculator, had achieved fortune--if his gen-
ius were repaid with riches, instead of fame, you would not 
surely rebuke him as presumptuous, for enjoying the fruit 
of his exertions1"1 
Her mother replies by telling her she will grow wiser as she 
grows older. 
At approximately the same time in Naples, there arrive the 
Duke of Attleborough, Lord John Howard, and the latter's tutor, 
Fairfax, who have been on a continental tour. There is quite a 
gala time, for these Ehglish society people all enjoy Naples' 
society, and matchmaking grows keener than ever. In the midst 
this the trouble-maker, Cleveland, steps in. Lord Howard is so 
entranced by his supposed wife that he runs off with her, and 
Cleveland starts to thoroughly ingratiate himself in the Hecks-
. worth family. By the time Jervis gets back from rescuing Lord 
· Howard, Cleveland and the Hecksworths are back in London where 
I 
oi 
I 
i 
Cl'eveland is about to win Lucy. Jervis has now the evidence with! 
[i 
which to prove the true character of the scoundrel, much to Lucy'S! 
II 
· delight, for she and Jervis had always loved each other from afar~i 
H . II owever, the career of no parvenu can seemingly have a satis- Jl 
factory ending in society; for no sooner had the mutual love been 
recognized than consumption claimed Lucy and Jervis' health brok~ 
down because of his disappointment. 
There is a definite plot in this fashionable novel, even 
: though there is no depth to it. It does succeed in further 
1 Lac. cit. 
I 
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~ revealing the characteristics of society people, particularly i 
I 
: their attitude toward marriage and parvenus. As seems to be ver~ 
I 
common with Mrs. Gore, she has numerous passages on the doings 
' of these people without illustrating them to any great extent. 
For instance, she speaks of how a certain lord was seen entering 
Lady Hillingdon's house, and less frequently leaving it. Now, 
says Mrs. Gore, 
Lady Hillingdon's fair name might, however, have defied 
these passing clouds, had the star of her fortunes still 
been resplendent. Possessed of a good establishment in 
London, a good cook, good equipage, good opera-box, good 
everything but principles, Lord Charles might have come 
still oftener into her house, and left it still less fre-
quently, without producing an unsatisfactory impression 
on the public mind.l 
And her description of what a fashionable dandy goes through 
is priceless. She tells of 
I 
I 
••• the number of hours a day it required to convert a not 
very ill-looking young man into the semblance of a swagger-
ing school-girl dressed in her brother's clothes during the 
holidays, by curling and perfuming his locks, polishing his 
nails, cultivating with macassar oil and pommade aux lions 
an incipient moustache, and purifyi~g his mouth with ~chnu 
from the contamination of cigars... · 
Many more quotations and examples might be cited, but they 
would only further corroborate what has already been said. 
Uecil, ~ Peer, written in 1845 by Mrs. Gore introduces 
another element to the fashionable novel, the role the dandy 
played in high society. An exerpt from the preface clearly il-
lustrates what type of novel it is: 
~ Gore, Pe~rs and Parven~, p. 22. 
Ibid., p. 102. 
--- ·---- -~ - ·-
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, 
uec~ est en effet une composition dont le genre n•etait 
indlqu dans aucune rhetorique; c'~tait Une bizarrerie nou-; 
velle, meme comme bizarrerie ••• pas unreel~ n•est entier, I 
pas un dial~ue; tout se brise tout a la fo~s; le fil de I 
l'histoire echappe a chaqur instant aux mains du lecteur le, 
plus attentlf ~ le saisir. 1 
To try to retell the story of Uecll would be impossible; to
1
1 
describe the novel as a whole is less difficult and more a propoJl 
The hero, Cecil, a typical dandy, goes from one situation to 
another, from one stage of society to another, rattling off a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
steady stream of remarks on what he sees and hears. Through his I 
eyes, Mrs. Gore gives sketches of life and manners of the day, 
speculates largely and loosely on things in general, and reads 
the rising generation a lecture on how to rise in the world. 2 
Through his experiences in society, Uecil gained the gay, 
easy and supercilious tone and bearing of a man of fashion. He 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
was extremely popular and welcomed everywhere; it was the fs.shlall 
! 
I 
to have Cecil in attendance. Moreover, he was the victim of I 
I 
manoeuvering mammas and husband-hunting daughters because he waal 
to inherit a peerage and£ 35,000 a year. All this in a pi te of i 
I 
I 
I 
the description he gives of himself: 
I 
I 
Moreover in spite of crow's feet, in the set in which I 
lived, I was still 'handsome Uecil, '--the pet, at five and 
thirty, of the old boys of sixty among whom I sauntered 
away my days. If a few grey hairs were perceptible, what 
would they have given to exchange their wigs for such a I 
crop! If my waist were no longer trimly as in my early 1 
days of woman slau5hter, what would they have given for th 
manly chest, enabling Meyer to dispense with twenty sheets i 
of wadding in every coat! Yes!--I was still an apollo in 
that superannuated Olympus!' 
1 Gore, Cecil, ~ Peer, Preface, p. 3. 
2 Edinburgh Review, July, 1841, v. 73, p. 366. 
3 Gore, Cecil, ~ Peer, v. 1, p. 18. 
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It certainly pleased Oecil to engage in "woman slaughter." 
He paid unsophisticated young ladies nameless attentions so that 
their affections were irretrievably engaged. He was only momen-
! 
'tarily interested, and as soon as things became too complicated, 
ihe made tracks for the continent. If, as happened once, the 
young lady was sophisticated and used uecil as a blind while she 
was making ready to elope with a mere nobody without title or 
:money, poor uecil's ego was quite wounded. He remarked: 
I swore it should be the last time I was converted by an 
young lady into a screen,--a stalking horse,i-a conductor 
for the electric fluid of a thundering Papa. j 
I 
Cecil's comments on the doings of society were no less in- j 
teresting than his romantic escapades. He speaks of someone sit I 
ting beside him on coronation day, "presenting to the morning suJ 
II 
'the awful spectacle of a woman of fifty-five,--farded and frizzlw~ 
.--pommaded and pomponed,--exhibiting half an acre of complexion 
'rivalling in colour and texture the chest of a Lincolnshire frog!,~ 
He goes on to say that "murmurs of applause arose •• for the dia-
monds of this Duchess, or the beauty of the other uount ess. u3 
• Someone else was ••full of fashionable fidgets and graceful atti-
·tudizations.114 And so on, ad infinitum. 
That Mrs. Gore makes frequent .allusions to ~yron is worth 
noting. Moreover, take away Byron's melancholy and misanthropy 
and Cecil might well fit in his shoes. He is a lady-killer--
1 
2 Gore, Cecil, a Peer, v. 2, p. 176. 
3 Ibid., v. 1, p. 153. 
4 Ibid., p. 154. Ibid., p. 155. 
----~---------~--
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~ admits that he has a":pred.is:posi tion to v/Qman-slaughter, r;i th 
extenuating circumstru1ces, as well as a stirring consciousness 
of the exterminating :power.nl .Also Cecil meets Byron in SWit-
, zerland, and. remarks: "Gad, how we talked them .overl The young 
• \Yomen v;ho had vmnt._;d to mat'ry us, and the old ones we had. vranted 
·to unmarry.n2 The situation was :precisely that :i.n both cases; 
and a foreign trip was the most remarkable antid.o~e for entangl-
ing alliances. 
Cecil vras a very popular. novel in its d.ay.3 It had vivacity 
to please the fancy of the reading publi3. 
"Many of 1.rrs. Gore's novels are works in which the present 
" ! 
\ 
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I 
1 
were love passages in English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, ~erman 
I 
. and Italian. There were always quotations in various languages, ) 
which were often preceded by a supposition of this sort: "It I 
: 
I 
I 
was Cowper, I believe, who said, 11 etc. Mrs. Gore sacrificed a 
great deal for the sake of writing voluminously--her novels are I 
i 
really only pictures of the times plus a few shrewd observations 1 
I 
I on human nature. ~he pictured life that was artificial, and no 
doubt exaggerated a great deal of what she saw. I One thing, how- : 
I 
I 
ever, that she did not exaggerate, says tlulwer-Lytton, was the 
intrigue, manoeuvre and plotting of maidenly ambition. The typi-\ 
"Where the heart is, there will I 
I
I the treasure be also,"l and the young &lglishman said, 11 I never 
cal English attitude then was: 
make love, I always buy it ready made."2 
Although Mrs. Gore may have been the "liveliest, cleverest, 
wittiest, and most prolific of our female writers, 11 3 her popu-
1 larity did not outlive her. Her novels are distinctly in and of 
·the period in which they were written. Their keynote, found in 
Moore's Eoitaph on~ Tuft-hunter, strikes a distinctly local 
chord: 
Lament, lament, Sir Isaac Heard! 
Put mourning round .thy· page, Debrett! 
For here lies one who ne'er preferred 
A Viscount to a Marquis yet. 
~ Bulwer-Lytton, England and the English, v. 1, p. 89. 
Loc. cit.! 
3 Edinburgh Review, v. 73, p. 382. 
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Heaven grant him now some noble nook, 
For, rest his soul! he'd rather be 
Genteelly damned beside a duke, 
Than saved in vulgar company.l 
1 Quarterly Review, April, 1833, v. 49, p. 231. 
~ ----- -
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CHAPTER VI 
LESSER WRITERS OF THE FASHlONABLE NOVEL 
I 
The writers treated in this chapter did not have very greatji 
i ability as fashionable novelists, but they were among the more / 
i important followers of Theodore Hook and Mrs. Gore. They are th I 
I \ 
i ones who helped to keep this type of novel alive into the e1ghtee I 
I 
;thirties. 
I 
First in this group is Robert Plumer Ward, who was a legal 
writer, politician, and society man. His major contribution to 
the school of fashionable novels was Tremaine, or the Man of 
---- I 
Refinement (1825). His theme here is of the search of a fashion-: 
'able young man for a soul-satisfying occupation. Tremaine is 
I 
I 
I 
wealthy, successful politically; and heartily tired of 
1 able life even though he has been born and bred to it. 
fashion- I 
His name j 
: is known in the fashionable world ::as an ornament of the higher 
I, circles; and in the female, as belonging to a man whom all pru-
dent mothers wished to obtain for their daughters and many a 
daughter for herself. "1 However, he is bored by this society 
and all fashionable dissipations. He seeks retirement and some-
thing deeply satisfying. After he meets the clergyman, Dr. 
Evelyn, and is attracted by the latter's daughter, Georgina, he 
is slowly drawn out of his misanthropy by his interminable con-
versations with the two people. The talk concerns politics, 
1 Tremaine (London·. He Colb 1825) 1 1 2 nry urn, , v. , pp. - • 
. , 
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philosophy, life and manners, and morals. It is not until he is 
converted and reformed that Georgina will have him and Tremaine 
finds happiness. 
It is chiefly through Tremaine's rejection of his former 
way·s that fashionable life is seen. Also there are some minor 
incidents, in one of which Lord St. Clair tries to gain treorgina,
1
s 
hand through a third party. The Lord's mother thinks treorgina. 
1 
I 
would be a good match for his son, and writes to him to that ef-~ 
feet. The following is the reply of this fashionable young noble: 
Dear Mother, 
••• All I can say is, I have no objection to be married, 
for I assure you I have no affair on my hands, and I assure 
you I have long been heartily tired of Pauline. But you 
know it is cursedly troublesome, besides being quizzical, 
to go what is called a courting; and as l told Lady Gertrud , 
I 1 d be hanged if I would dance after her any more, and I i 
really think Miss Evelyn, with a winter in town, might do. 1 
I've no objection to your making up the match for me if you 
can. But I really cannot come myself, as l really am en-
gaged to go to Milton to hunt, so believe me ••• l 
An incident such as this, while characteristic, is of minor im-
portance in this particular novel, for ward's chief claim to 
notice lies in the fact that he added another element (the situ-
ation of a young man of rich and high birth who tries everythin 
in order to find a soul-satisfying occupation) to the fashion-
able theme as employed by Hook.2 
The second of this group is 1'homas Henry Lister, the first 
registrar-general of England and Wales, who wrote three novels, 
' the first of which, Granby ll826), made some noise in the world"· 
--
1 Ibid., v. 2, pp. 288-289. 5 Brightfield, op. cit.? p. 300. 
Baker, op. cit., p. 143. 
l. 
I 
This novel was written to entertain with pictures ot a glitterin 
and slippery world and an engrossing story.l The plot is not ve 
complex or of much importance. It concerns Harry Granby 1 s pur-
suit of Caroline Jermyn, supposedly a young heiress. Since she 
• really would inherit no fortune and since Harry had no money, her. 
family constantly rebuffed the young man and painted him in un-
I favorable colors to Caroline. As might be supposed, Harry, afte\l 
pursuing Caroline through London society, finds himself possessed! 
. of a fortune through the death of his uncle's ''unnatural" son, I 
the villain, Tyrrel, and finally marries the young lady. 
The novel is constituted of scene after scene in the fashio -
able world in which there are pictures of the opera, the ballet, 
balls, dinners, and gambling dens, the under side of fashionable 
1life. 
things that constitute the fashionable world. 
clever manoeuvers to get introductions and invitations. For 
instance, Mrs. Jermyn rebuffed Harry until she thought she might 
use him to advantage; she had her reasons when she accosted him 
• at Almack 1 s, "for she was pleased to find a relation of the 
·family on a good footing in fashionable society; and she also i 
I 
· found, to her mortification, that her own acquaintance was rathel 
. limited; and, being always possessed with a besoin de ~arler, sh 
was glad to exchange a few words with a young man who appeared 
• to be so well received. 2 
1 Loc. cit. 
2 T. H. Lister, Granby (London: David Bryce n.d.), p. 174. 
------------------------~-----~~----~---~-~~-~c------
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There are excellent descriptions of balls where most people 
came to be seen and not dance. 1 And the type of conversation 
:heard at a fashionable ball is definitely chronicled: 
But then they talk; oh! ay! true, we must not forget 
the charms of conversation. And what passes between nine-
tenths of them? Remarks on the heat of the room; the state 
of the crowd, the impossibility of dancing, and the pro-
priety nevertheless of attempting it; that on last Wednes-
day was a bad Almack's and on Thursday a worse opera; that 
the new ballet is supposed to be good; mutual inquiries how 
they like Pasta or Catalain, or whoever the syren of the da~ 
may be; whether they have been at Lady A' a, and whether theY; 
are going to Mrs • .l:l' s; whether they think Miss ouch-a-one i 
handsome, and what is the name of the gentleman talking to 1 
her; whether RJssin 'a music malces the best quadrilles, and I 
whether Oolinet' s band are the best to play them. There j 
are many who pay in better coin; but the small change is i 
much Of this description.2 
There are many more similar descriptive passages of what 
takes place in the fashionable world, but there is nothing sub-
; stantial in the book to make it more than momentarily entertain-
ing. Moreover, it has no additional contribution to make to the 
typical fashionable novel, as did ward's Tremaine. 
The next author to be considered is c. Henry Phipps, or 
• Lord Normanby, who was Ehglish ambassador in France. He vrrote 
a few tales of high society, one of which, Matilda, written a 
little before 1830, was apparently quite popular. The intro-
duction to the French edition3read contains the following cita-
tions: 
~Ibid., p. 110. 
Loc. cit. / 
3 Le Siecle, Musee Litteraire; -Choix de litterature con-
tempo\aine fran~aise et etrang~re. Paris: au Bureau du Journal 
le Siecle, 1847. 
I 
. 
I 
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/ "' I Ce roman, ecrit un peu avant 1830, offre une peinture deli- I 
cate et spirituelle de la haute ~ciete anglaise; il appart~~ 
ent a ce type que nos voisins ont ppelle romans of high life~ / 
(romans du grand monie) •.• Nos 1 cteurs, nous en socnmes con-11 
vaincus, nous sauront gr~ de leur faire connaitre un ouvrage; 
qui produisit une vive sensation en angleterre a son appariJj 
tion, et qui est rest6 au nombre des bons livres de la lit- 1 
te"rature actuelle de ce pays.l 1 
lrt also adds that the author's high position gives a sort of"~ 
:propos" to the curiosity which the work itself deserves to in-
1·sPire. 
Apparently, then, this book was well received in its day; 
~and orightfield is also of the opinion tnat the author knew wherex· 
I 
• he wrote since ne was a :treal lord. 11 2 
"..l.'he story concerns the love of Lord urmsby and Lady Matilda 
~ornton. although they were promised to each other, their plans i 
1 were upset a:l:'ter Lord urmsby lei't for a continental trip because 
1
Matilda's father wanted her to make a marriage that was more se-
1 
i 
! cure financially. 'J.'hrough an intrigue whereoy he has printed an 
I 
'extract 1n a ounday paper, :1la plus in!·ame publication qui ait 
• 
1 jamais d6'shonor6 1a pressea3 to the effect that LOrd urmsby is 
carrying on with "une femme de grande distinction 'a nome, 4 he 
·breaks off the former attachment. !1e takes care that Matilda 
sees the article and she subsequently marries the man of her 
• father 1_s choice. un Lord urmsby's return, the two young people 
1 are tnrown together, the truth is found out, and the two run 
I! 
I: ,, 
II 
' 
-- . 
.1. 
2 ibid., lntroduction. 
3 orightfield, op. cit., p. 301. 
4 ~atilda, p. 331 • 
.Loc. cit. 
l\ 
li 
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! 
away together. Just at the time the young man finds he can get I 
I 
a divorce for Matilda and marry her, she gives premature birth 
I 
:1 There are the customary pictures of high society people in 
to an infant and dies. 
I 
their various amusements. One lady is so very fashionable that i 
I 
11 chacun, dans .lea bals d 1Almack, s'empressait de :percer la foulJ 
pour aller serrer la main de lady Eatington, d~s son retour a I 
la ville. 111 It is also pointed out how clothes are commonly I 
I 
named after a fashionable young man. For instance, one young I 
man had recommended to him 11les collets£ la Arlingford."2 
I 
Horace Smith was another producer of fashionable tales, and 
I 
one who was intimately acquainted with aristocratic society.3 
One of his novels, Gale Middleton, uses Hook's familiar theme 
of middle class ambition striving for aristocratic recognitiont 1 
I 
I 
After many attempts, Lady Middleton succeeds in having a Duches~ 
sponsor a party for her so she will be accepted in the higher 
' circles. Unfortunately the party is tmsuccessful because of 
1 
2 Ibid., ch. 1, p. 298. 
3 Loc. cit. Brightfield, op. cit., p. 302. 
4 Gale Middleton {Philadelphia: Carey, Lea and Blanchard, 1 
1834), V.2, p. 17b. 
s: 
-------~------------ ----- --- - - --------------- -- --------------------- -
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The result of this episode was that Lady Middleton, much to her 
husband's delight, retired to her former station, 11 a wiser and a 
happier woman, now that she had abandoned all her fantastical 
aspirations after fashionable distinction and was restored to he 
t nl proper elemen ••• 
In the meantime Lady Middleton's daughter was almost taken 
in by a fashionable imposter to whom everything was so "uncom-
monly difficult," and "such a mons'ous bore. 11 At the altar he 
was revealed by the rightful Lord. 
A bit of mystery runs through the novel because Gale is con-
1stantly in danger of his life at the hands of an unknown assail-
ant. It turns out that it is his cousin, Caleb Ball, a waster 
and a gambler, who is badly in debt and knows that if Uale dies 
t unmarried he will inherit his estate. That episode of Gale 
finally straightens itself out through his cousin's confession, 
:and his sister marries a sensible business man instead of the 
imposter. Thus the family returns to its normal existence. 
This novel is interesting in many details. How a fashion-
! able career is launched is faithfully described, and the follow-
:ing rules for fashionables are set forth: 
•.• you ought never to be happy, or at least, you should 
never wear the appearance of being so. To be brisk, viva-
cious, cordial, or loud-voiced, are all the infallible tests 
of a vulgarian: a hearty cachination would almost justify 
~xclusion of the most approved member from the ranks of the 
elite. He who wants to laugh, must laugh in his sleeve, or. 
1 Ibid., v. 2, p. 195. 
5 
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be contented with a smile. If you would enjoy the reputa-
tion of being one of us, you must enjoy nothing else. Be 
as listless, languid, and impassive as you please, and, re-
member that merriment is absolutely excluded by the exclu-
sive."l 
Lady Blessington was another writer of high life who knew 
intimately the society she portrayed. 2 Her characters are real 
people of society and her reflections are the characteristic 
philosophy of the time. 3 Her book, The Two Friends, has all the 
, characteristics of a fashionable novel. There are intrigues, 
duels, descriptions of all kinds of parties, interest in the 
I 
amount of a person's fortune, and lavish use of foreign phrases. I 
The story is the conventional one of love and misunderstand~ 
i ing. Lord Arlington falls in love with a married woman only to j 
When he really falls in I 
love, his former flame bursts into the picture and causes a se-
be saved by his friend, Mr. uesbrow. 
1 ries of misunderstandings until the two lovers accidentally meet 
on the continent, straighten out their troubles, and marry. 
Lord Arlington has some of the qualities of Tremaine but 
not his persistence. He tires of society and finds happiness il 
tending to his estate: "a latent feeling frequently reminded _I 
hi'm that he was formed for better things, and there were momen
0
ts
1 
when he turned away disgusted, if not sated, from the routine ~ 
empty pleasures, into whose vortex he had plunged. 114 
P• 9. 
1 Ibid., v. 1, p. 11. 
2 Brightfield, op. cit., p. 302. 
3 Edinburgh Review, v. 67, July 1838, p. 
4 ~ Two Friends, (Philadelphia: Carey 350. and Hart, 1838), 
i 
i 
I 
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I 
i His friend Desbrow liked intellectual pleasures and was mor I 
lfortunate in his society relationships: 
The warm reception that Desbrow experienced on making his 
debut in London, soon subsided into a coldness bordering on 
indifference, when his soi-disant friends and acquaintances 
discovered how little benefit could result to them from his 
riches. 
Lady Blessington's novel is just another fashionable novel. 
She adds nothing new, but merely keeps the type before the pub-
tlic eye. However, she has the merit of quite accurate delinea-
,tion of society. 
Charlotte Bury, in her ~iary of a Lady-in-Waiting, presents I 
at first hand an account of "the curious and undignified court 
of Caroline, Princess of Wales, at home and abroad. "2 This 
book tells of fashionable life at court and made a great stir 
! when it first appeared in 1838. It had at once "un succes de 
' 
1 
scandala" and an immense sale, even though it was attacked in 
. the reviews as being vulgar, untrustworthy, and unreliable.3 
The authoress, however, was in a position to chronicle ac-
curately what went on at court because of her position as lady-
in-waiting to the Princess. 4 Her Diary is filled with tales of 
courtly life and its intrigues, jealousies, heart-burnings, liesJ 
dissimulations, balls, dinners, operas, etc. Courtly conversa-
tions and letters are reproduced; and the feelings of Queen 
' --------------------
1! 
1 Ibid., P• 13. 
2 Diary of ~ Lady-in-Waiting (New York: John Lane, 1838) 
Intro~uction, p. XII. 
Ibid., Introductinn, p. X. 
4 Brightfield (op. cit., p. 302) lists her as one who knew 
aristocratic society intimately. 
i 
,; 5. 
I 
! 
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!: Caroline revealed. There is much gossip recorded, with actual 11 
I 
mention of people's names. For instance, 
il 
1[ 
,II 
,, 
' li 
Lord A[rchibal] d HCamil toJ n was in a bad humour with Lady 
I 0 [Xfor)d; consequently, with ev :::rybody else. l:ihe is only ;1 
seeking an excuse to break with him, in order to pursue a r.,,ll 
new intrigue with Lord G(oweJr.l 
The Diary is full of similar bits of gossip. It is inter- , 
eating as a chronicle of events, and undoubtedly has value as a 
picture of courtly life. There are two comments that are par-
,ticularly interesting as they mention fashionable novels. In 
November 1817, Lady Charlotte writes while on the continent: 
I heard today of a new novel, which all the English are 
busy reading. But whenever I do obtain this wonderful book, 
I do not know enough of London life as it now exists, to 
understand the characters. I hear, however, it is clever. 1 
Since these fashionable tales are now the favorite reading , 
of all classes, and all ages, I wish, whilst the mania for 
such literature is at its height, that they were made the 
vehicles for good purposes.2 
According to this paragraph, fashionable tales were very 
popular even before Hook came on the scene. Also, it appears 
that there were many authors writing then who knew nothing of 
high life: 
In the evening we went to the Haymarket 'l'heatre and saw 
a vulgar, stupid representation of what was intended to be l 
a story in high life, where among other gross mistakes of 
good breeding, the lady heroine is made to kiss the inn- : 
keeper, and another lady to tell him all her plans and se- i 
creta! So much for the representation of fashionable novel~ 
This false, flat thing is taken from one of ----- 's novela 
wherein the manners of high life are totally misunderstood.~ 
~ Viar1 of § Lady-i~-Waiting, v. 1, p. 22. 
3 Ibid., v. 2, p. 108. Ibid., v. 2, pp. 194-195. 
I 
,, 
' ,,
Letitia Landon is another who made a stir in her day. Bake 
1 says that she is a nobody in the history of fiction but that she 
! 
iwas a somebody in her own day as an author of· fashionable novels 
! 
11 replete with the seductive sentiment which would now be labelle 
--and then too by intelligent reviewers--as 'mawkish and namby-
pamby.' ttl One· of her novels, Romance and Reality ( 1831), has as 
:its theme unrequited love. A young heiress, Enily, comes to 
!London for a season, and falls in love with a charming young man 
'who, unfortunately, is in love with another. ohe goes to Italy, 
:meets him there and learns that he is greatly enamoured of a 
,Young Spanish girl whom he plans to marry. ~ily goes into a 
,convent, manages to get out only to return to London and die in 
broken health. 
I 
'l'his novel contains the usual descriptions of fashionable 
1 af1'ectations and actions. The following conversation is repro-
duced with no omissions because it is typical of marriage ar-
:. rangements in the higher circles. A young lady is called in for 
a family conference: 
The consequence of our family, said her father. 
The advantage of such a union, observedfue mother. 
The solitude to which my philosophical and literary pur-
suits----, here the retired statesman paused. 
Well aware of the excellent principles instilled into 
your mind, exclaimed mamma • 
. Connected with some of the first people in the kingdom, 
ejaculated papa. 
Fastidious as my daughter must be, and Lady ~theringhame 
drew up ~ la giraffe. 
So desirable a political connection, and his lordship 
looked at his daughter and his pamphlets. 
1 Baker, op. cit., p. 144n. 
---------------------------
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1 
I 
I shall be freed from the weight of so much maternal 
anxiety, but her ladyship was stopped in her parental dis-
play by the positive declaration of--
And, now, Alicia, shall I write an answer as affirmative! 
as suits the dignity of our home? 
Alicia said nothing and looked worse• 
We will spare her confusion, said the countess. 
You may retire, said the earl. 
Lady Alicia was as much bewildered as it was in her 
nature to be ••• 1 
Miss Landon gives evidences of her disdain for plebian am-
I! bition. In one place in particular she shows this feeling 
I through the description of a plebian dinner in a manner that 
' greatly resembles Hook 1 s style: 2 
At the top was a cod's shoulders and head, whose intel-
lectual faculties were rather over much developed; and at 
the bottom was soup called mulli~atawny--some indefinite 
mixture of curry-powder and duck s feet, the first spoon-
ful of which called from its master a look of thunder and 1 
lightning up the table. To this succeeded a couple of most 
cadaverous fowls, a huge haunch of mutton, raw and red 
enough even for an Abyssinian, flanked by rissoles and 
oyster patties, which had evidently, like Tom Tough, seen 
'a deal of service: 1 these were followed by some sort of 
nameless pudding--and so much for the luxury of a family 
dinner,·which is enough to make one beg next time to be 
treated as a stranger.3 
!t 
Mrs. Trollope, the mother of the famous Anthony Trollope, 
was another who tried her hand at fashionable novels. Her 
lpttery of Marriage concerns the love troubles of eight young 
people and one aspiring widow. It is unnecessary to go through 
the long process of describing how each person finally marries 
the one and only. Suffice it to say that before that ideal is 
1 Romance and Reality (Philadelphia: Jesper Harding, 1850) 
p. 122 
Brightfield, op. cit., pp. 302-3G3. 
3 Romance and Realit~, p. 31. 
-------- ---
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'r 
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achieved there are the usual intrigues and misunderstandings 
I and pretensions. The high point in the story is the ruination 
of a destestable young fashion plate who jilts one young lady 
for another who he thinks has many times the money of his origi-
nal fiancee, only to find out after he marries her that she is 
as penniless as he. 
Also her character, Mrs. Codrington, the young widow, is 
interesting and amusing. When she first saw the~etestable 
young fashion plate" she thought he was the handsomest man she 
had ever looked at. But 110h! how she wished, as she looked at 
his beautiful teeth, that he had a title!--Any title! So that 
1 it would but have given her the privilege of being called 'my 
The poor woman wanted "fashionable \ 
the obtaining this that all her restless 
lady' by her servants. 111 
notoriety, and it was to 
little efforts were directed."2 
Mrs. Trollope adds nothing new to the fashionable novel. 
She merely helped to keep something old alive. 
Benjamin Disraeli is not considered a fashionable novelist, 
but he did attempt that type of writing in a notable example en 
I titled The Young Duke (1829). This is the story of a notori-
ously wealthy and popular fashionable young man who has to re-
form in order to win the young lady he wants. He rebuffs his 
guardian, Mr. Dacre, and then finds out it is his daughter, May, 
, 
1 The Lottery of Marri~ (London: J. and c. Brown and Comp~y},n. d. 
Ibid., p. 50. 
I 
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whom he really loves. After running the gamut of fashionable I 
life and dissipating his fortune, he throws himself under JJacre' s. 
: prot action and ·reforms. 
In language that is ornate and artificial, Disraeli writes 
1
this novel. For instance: 
It is difficult to conceive a career of more various, 
more constant, or more distracting excitement than that in 
which the Duke of St. James was now engaged. His life was 
an ocean ot' enjoyment, and each hour, like each wave, threw 
up its pearl. How dull was the ball in which he did not 
hound! How dim the banquet in which he did not glitter! 
His presence in the Gardens compensated for the want1of flowers; his vision in the Park for the want of sun. 
Throughout, the language makes the characters unreal; they 
•are not clothed in real blood. Baker2 speaks of the stilted, 
unreal quality of the novel; while Brightfield3 says it is far 
. from reality and that it is the worst of Disraeli's books. 
l Furthermore, he says that he created his fashionable novels (his 
•other is entitled Vivian Grey) from his imagination. 4 
Therefore, The Young Duke is not a good novel in itself--it 
•. is unnatural and boring--nor has it any value as a picture of 
i the times. 
I 
Bulwer-Lytton was another who early in his career wrote 
fashionable novels, but unlike Disraeli he had some authority 
for his novels because he was born and brought up in the upper 
i class and was familiar with its ways. His book, Pelham, or ~ 
1 
'!he Young Duke (London: Longmans, Green, and Company, n.d.) 
-- I p. 31~ . ... -Ibid., p. 153. I 3 Ibid., p. 312. I ti 4 Ibid., 311. p. L 
-
I 
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Adyentures Q! ~. tells of the adventures of a dandy in 
frivolous society; a novel in which all the elements which Hook 
had introduced into the fashionable novel are present.l Pelham 
is a young dandy who may be remembered for setting the style in 
clothing--especially the wearing of black: 
At a time when the fop let his hair fall in ringlets to his 
shoulders, covered his shirt-front with a galaxy of studs, 
and threw a heavy chain around his neck; and browns, greens 1 
and blues were the fashions in coats,--Pelham casts aside ! 
his jewellry, brushes out his curls, puts on black waist-
coat and black trousers, and steps into a Cheltenham dra~ 
I 
room to be stared at, to mystify, and astound by his reckle s 
talk ••• 2 I 
The plot of the story is about Pelham's endeavors to prove 
the innocence or guilt of his friend, Sir Richard Glanville. He 
is overjoyed to learn that his friend is innocent, and shortly 
afterwards marries Glanvill~s sister. 
As Pelham moves through society, there are pictures of all 
phases of fashionable life, for this clever young dandy is ac-
cepted everywhere. There are intrigues, duels, gambling, night 
life, parties of all kinds, polite conversations and pictures of 
plebians and their ambitions. This novel is, however, somewhat 
more interesting than many of the others for underneath Pelham's 
flashy exterior are many worthwhile qualities that indirectly give 
a fairly serious tone to the book; moreover, he sees through the 
foibles and tires of them. 
York: 
1 
2 ~rightfield, op. cit., p. 304. Wilbur L. cross, Development of the English Novel 
The Macmillan Company, 1933), pp. 173,174. (J.'.iew 
I 
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ll The authors treated in this chapter are ones most. frequently:r-
11 II 
·,mentioned as fashionable novelistE; that there were others is sug- 1 , 
I 11 
I !I 
lgested by both Jjrightfieldl and .tjaker,2 although they do not name !I 
:I 
!I 
'I 
Shepperson mentions a few others: Mrs. Mary Elizabeth them. 
Braddon Maxwell, Mrs. Henry Wood, 'Ouida 1 and Rhoda .ljroughton. 
It 
Even the works of those treated here have not lived; 11the elegant 1 
sentiments and refined dialogue of' the novels they wrote have not
1
/ 
I' 
sufficed--since other merits were almost totally absent--to keep !j 
II 
these works alive. "3 This opinion explains the situation exactly~\ 
The only person likely to derive any benefit from these novels 
would be a historian of manners and customs, and it would seem 
wise that he should check very carefully before he accepted the 
validity of everything stated. 
~ .ljrightfield, op. cit., p. 302 . 
.tjaker, op. cit., p. 205. 
3 Bright field, op. cit., p. 302. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FASHIONA.t:lLE NOVEL 
Although the characteristics of the fashionable novel have 
I been mentioned in the brief analyses of the novels, it seems per-
. tinent to group those traits together in a brief review so that 
picture of the whole may be seen. 
The fashionable novels are fundamentally alike in tone, but 
: they differ somewhat in their use of theme. One type uses as it 
theme the situation of a society-weary young man in search of a 
; satisfying occupation. Tremaine, and to a lesser extent, Pelham 
' fall in that class. Another group of fashionable novels uses the 
theme of the dandy who flutters through society. Cecil and also 
' Pelham are typical dandies. Middle class ambition forms the 
theme of a number of these novels. Maxwell, Danvers, and Gale 
I Middleton belong in this group. The fourth type uses the diary 
form as its medium of portrayal of fashionable life. There is 
no plot; the reader is carried from scene to scene through the 
daily entries in the diary. / / The Diary of ~ Desennuyee and The 
Diary of ~ Lady-in-Waiting are such novels. Lastly, there is 
the type of fashionable novel that merely takes a love story and 
runs it through a series of fashionable scenes and intrigues unt ·1 
\! it arrives at a successful, sometimes unsuccessful, conclusion. ii 
, Granby, The Lottery of Marriage, and Romance and Reality are of 
this type. 
---------------------~======~~=-=--=--~-~-- -~-------~---~-~---
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These five types of fashionable novel have the same charac-
I 
:teristics in common. They have skill in the delineation of 
fashionable follies and foibles, lively narrative, clever dia-
l 
logue and graphic pictures of the surfaoe of society. Some of 
these novels even have a natural esprit .that is pleasing. On the 
other hand, they are often times too sentimentally romantic, and 
are always superficial and full of glitter and gloss. They are 
:full of elegant sentiments and refined conversations of lords 
! and ladies. They present innumerable details on exterior things. 
'They usually include several or all of the following things: i 
'duels, intrigues, gambling, political manoeuvres, marriage settlei 
menta, quarrels, debts, wagers, heiresses' parties at Almack' s J 
·and the opera. Nearly all of them contain foreign phrases and I 
; quotations from the i''rench, Spanish and German. Thackeray in th 1 
:Fashionable Authoress adds that fashionable novels have no ec.halai'-1 
ship or grammar in them, and al.so no knowledge of the mother 
tongue; that they contain a vacant philosophy and picture only 
; the extremes of society. i''urthermore, these novels all give a 
:delineation of a part of society with its manners and customs} 
.although the accuracy of each novel requires clear judgment. 
Another element that is noticeable in some of the fashionabre 
novels is a Byronic influence. The Quarterly Review2in 1832 
,states that recent novelists have borrowed from Byron a vein of 
· egotism to their disadvantage because they have been unable to 
1 For more detail on this statement, see chapter IX. 2 Vol. 48, October, 1832, p. 396. 
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use it successfully. And again in 1839 the same magazine1 stated 
,that fashionable novels used Byron's misanthropy, satiety and 
vanity; that he started something and was imitated by would-be 
authors who had his pride, selfishness, and disappointment, but 
lacked his good qualities of wit, poetry, and sarcasm. 
I 
I 
Byronic characteristics have already been noted in Mrs. 
. 2 3 
• Cecil, and the Edinburgh Review in 1830 mentions a Byronic in-
Gore·~ 
I 
fluence in a review of Mrs. Gore's novel, women as They Are. It 
states that"those snlendid perversions which the lurid brillianc 
1
. 
. • I 
of Byron's poetry compelled us to admire, have been much emulated
1 
••• in prose."3 It goes on to say that 11 abrupt transitions, 
paradoxical contrasts, crimes of complicated enormity, and pas-
sions of demoniacal violence, are favorite ingredients in the 
• literary cauldron of this class. u4 Furthermore, Elton5 says that, 
, the influence of Byron on the temper and style of portraiture of 
Vivian Grey, Pelham, and The Young UUke is very strong. 
Concurre~tly with this Byronism runs dandyism, a word of 
• which Hook says in Fathers and ~ there is no other word so 
frequently used and so little understoocP. Yet, the "dandy" 
character is a popular figure in the fashionable novel; several 
have been mentioned and there are no doubt many more. The dandy 
is the popular young man of society, sought after by all the 
1 Vol. 64, June, 1839, p. 84. 2 of. Chapter V. 4 Vol. 51, July, 1830, p. 446. 
Loc. cit. 
' ~ ~ Survey of English Literature, p. 362. 
Lovett and Hughes, History of the Novel in England, p. 19~. 
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·girls and their mammas, while he is either consistently disdain-
ful of their obvious efforts, or so conceited about it that he 
• becomes a detestable character. He is not infrequently a mis-
; anthrope, and is almost always vain and egotistical; likewise, 
he is commonly impudent and cynical. 
Carlyle in an essay entitled The Dandaical Body gives an in-
1 
' teresting opinion of the dandy. He says the dandy is "a clothes-j\j 
'wearing man, a man whose trade, office and existence consists in 
1 
the wearing of clothes, ttl and that all the dandy wants out of li le 
·is recognition--anything that will reflect light.2 He names 
'Pelham as the leading teacher and preacher of the sect. I 
The dandy certainly wanted attention. 'l'hroughout a fashion-\ 
He formed an in- I ' able novel he pranced and paraded to that end. 
: teresting part of the novels in this group, and is important 
' enough to be worthy of separate mention. 
Up to this point the types, characteristics, and two specia 
features of the fashionable novel have been taken up. To com-
· plete the survey, it will be interesting to see how two authors 
I 
'have defined the fashionable novel. I One definition is especiall~ 
interesting: I 
Lord Normanby gives the following definition: I 
Do you lmow the modern recipe for a finished picture of j 
fashionable life? Let a gentlemanly man, with a gentlemanly
1 
style, take of foolscap paper a few quires, stuff them well ! 
with high-sounding titles--dukes and duchesses, lords and ! 
ladies, ad libitum. Then open the Peerage at random, pick 1 
1 Sartor Resartus, "The Dandaical .l::iody 11 (London: 
and Sons, 1908), p. 204. 
2 Ibid., p. 205. 
J. M. Dent 
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imaginary characters upon some of the rest; mix it all up 
with a guantum suff.of puff, and the book is in a second 
edition before ninety-nine readers out of a hundred have 
found out that the one is as little likely to have written, 
as the others to have done, what is attributed to them.l 
The second definition, that of Thackeray, states the fashio -
.able novels are novels that contain l 
perpetual descriptions of balls at D------ House, of fashio 
able doings at White's or urocky's, of ladies' toilettes, o :1 
Gunter's suppers, of dejeuners, Almack's, .!trench cookery, 
french phrases and the like, which have been, time out ~f 
mind, the main ingredient of the genteel novel with us. 
~Brightfield, op. cit., p. 301. 
Shepperson, The Novel in Motley, p. 239. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
DECLINE AND CRITICISM OF THE FASHIONABLE NOVEL 
A number of factors contributed to the decline of the 
I 
'fashionable novel. First of all, there was a gradual change· tak-
ling place in the social classes in England in the late eighteen-
,twenties and thirties. Up to this time the aristocracy had stoo 
,in high favor. Now it was beginning to lose prestige because of 
, its own conduct.l A Blackwood writer2 in 1834 states that the 
aristocracy had declined in the preceding fifteen years; that it 
· exclusiveness had taken away its kind and hospitable attitude toJ 
. ward the lower classes. Consequently these lower cla.sses looked 
less favorably than ever upon the aristocracy and as a result th 
subject about which the fashionable novel was written began to 
! gradually lose favor; there was not enough respect to justify a 
· long existence. The tide was turning so much that this same 
• Blackwood writer predicts that the time will come when aristo-
cratic favor will be lost to the extent that conditions will be 
• reversed, saying that 
I 
in proportion as they ~he aristocrats] are still an object 
of admiration to the middling ranks; in proportion as their 
society or notice is still courted--is the depth of the 
feeling of animosity and hatred which ma~ be engendered, if 
the exclusive system is carried too far. 
He goes on to say that the aristocracy seems unaware of the 
' changes taking place within the place, prophesying that many of 
1 Blackwood's, Vol. 35, January, 1834, p. 73. 
2 Ibid., P• 74. 
I; 
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its members would be feasting like Belshazzar when the handwrit-
ing on the wall was before them in characters of fire.l 
Furthermore, he adds that the passage of the Reform Bill 
1Which aimed at lessening the power of the aristocracy did not 
appear to alarm that class as being indicative of a social chang 
from without. Fox hunting, opera, and similar amusements still 
1occupied the lords' exclusive attention. Yet, in spite of this 
! apparent disregard on the part of the aristocracy, these reforms 
1
' from without gradually brought about a social fusion2 of the up-
' per and middle classes in the eighteen-thirties so that tales of 
high society very naturally lost the very glamor and appeal that 
partial segregation had fostered for a few years. 
Bulwer-Lytton3 states that in the 1830's the attitude towarli 
.the aristocracy changed because an intellectual change was coming1 
. over the English. The public mind now really examined the aria-
• tocracy to the depths instead of merely accepting surface details • 
. "It [the public mind] has probed the wound and it now desires to 
· cure. n3 
Also a change in economic conditions turned the attentions 
, of the middle classes from fashionable glitter to the plight of 
• the poor. The post-war prosperity had largely disappeared and 
'in its place were distrust and anxiety. By 1834 
1 
2 Ibid., p. 74. Cyril Robinson, England (New York: Thomas Y. vrowell Co , 
1928), p. 565. cf. also Arthur L. <..:ross, ~ History of England • i~ 
, and GSeater Britain (New York: Macmillan Co., 1916), p. 927. I! 
: Erigland and the English, p. 74. 
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every profession and occupation [was] suffering, and pre-
paring to suffer--the lower orders (were) roused into gen-
eral and fearful activity--the higher lulled into a despond 
ing and hopeless calm--the bulwarks of the constitution, th 
securities against spoliation completely swept away.l 
I II 
' 
The year 1825 had brought a temporary financial crisis that 
slowly began to mar the recent prosperity.2 The subsequent flue 
tuations in prices of foodstuffs and the transition from old to 
new methods (changes brought on by the industrial revolution) 
caused the poor great suffering.3 At first, these conditions 
didn't affect the upper classes, and portrayal of their manners 
continued to appeal, but these conditions gradually led to need 
1 for social reform in the 1830's and the final result was that the. 
I 
i attention of the public was drawn into worthwhile channels. 
1 
People became interested in social reform, especially in the 
: field of child labor. The passage of the Factory Act in 1833 
started the movement.in this direction. It was in this field of 
· social reform that the writing of Dickens was especially signifi-
cant. He came into power at the psychological moment, writing 
on the crucial subjects of the period and appealing to the taste 
of an awakening public. He rode in on the crest of the wave at I 
the time when aoe1 ety was becoming fed up with 1 ts fo 111 ea and II 
awakening to a "consciousness of an over-night 1 s debauch of wine li 
4 d and dice.u In comparison with the works of Dickens, the fashion-
[ able novels faded in importance and interest. 
~Blackwood's, v. 35, January, 1834, p. 69. 
cross, op. cit., p. 877. 
4
3 Loc. cit. 
Quarterly Review, v. 64, June, 1839, p. 84. 
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Early in the eighteen-thirties the reading public was 
ing aware of the weaknesses of fashionable novels. As can 
be seen upon reading a few of these novels, they had nothing 
substantial or durable to offer. Transitory entertainment was 
their only claim to success and with a change in social condi-
tions that appeal began to wave. The novels revealed so many 
petty and selfish vanities that the aristocracy suffered a de-
crease in estimation in the public mind. As soon as fashionabl 
foibles were exposed to a great extent, all the glitter was gon 
and the public tired of the subject· because it had nothing to 
offer beyond this glitter. A writer in the Edinburgh Reviewl 
describes this weakness precisely in saying that 
the novel of mer~ manners soon becomes obsolete. Hence th, 
oblivion which has already closed over most of the novels 
of 'Fashionable Life', in spite of much i~l applied vivacity 
and perverted talent for observation. They are novels tha~l 
have no real feelin~s, no life within· life that gives them 
enduring qualities. 
As soon as readers saw the shallowness of the novels and began 
to lose respect for the aristocracy because of its foibles, then 
the day of satiety became imminent and the decline of faahionab~f 
. II 
novels set in. 11 
Many of the critical articles in the periodicals doubtless lj 
I did their part in reflecting and formulating this public satiety: 
i, 
As early as 1828, the following paragraph is found in Blackwood •ls: 
I 
The publishing season is pretty well over, and Mr. Col- ' 
burn has ceased for the present to bring out his three new · 
novels a week. I hope this absurd system of bringing out 
I 
1 Vol. 67, July, 1838, p. 356. 
7< 
every sort of trash that presents itself in the shape of a 
sketch of fashionable life, will cease to pay, for this is 
the only consideration which will put a stop to it. It is 
degrading to literature, and injurious to the class of per-
sons among whom these books circulate ••. Poets sing of the 
"golden age," the "silver age,;; and the "iron age, 11 but wer 
they to celebrate this, I think they should call it the 
flimsy age, for everything seems made to suit a temporary 
purpose, without any regard to the sound and substantial.l 
This same magazine in 1829 states that it is about time for 
the public to be heartsick of fashionable novels, the uproarious 
manufacture of which "has been dinned in our ears by trumpet 
after trumpet during the last six or seven years. "2 
The Quarterly Review attributes public satiety and conse-
quent decline to the very early thirties. It states: 
Such a book ( Zohrab ')presents truly a delighttul contrast 
to the flimsy tissues of false thought and affected jargon 
which have been swarming upon us season after season from 
the same manufactory; and which we must candidly confess 
'paid paragraphs' and 'paid extracts' had induced us to be 
lieve more acceptable to the public at large, than it now 
turns out they ever were. It appears that after our eyes 
had been disgusted for so many years with flourishing stat 
mente of the 'unparalleled' sale of the trash we allude to, 
the publisher has just been detected in disposing of 30,000 
volumes of ••• 'novels of fashionable life' in one batch, od, 
condition of exportation, at the rate of eight pence per ~~ 
volume. The hoax then has at length been discovered--the 1 bubble has burst--and the fine ladies and gentlemen, who 1 
have not disdained to let themselves be mixed up with this : 
long career of imposture, must now be contented to waste 
1
1 
all their sweetness on the Annuals. ! 
i 
'Young Dukes' will not again be caught inviting MarchioriL 
eases of Bucklersbury to 'wine' with them ••• and if the I! 
clever stipulation about exporting be adhered to, we should' 
not be surprised to hear that some of the works so dealt !i 
with had followed their authors.3 ! 
~ Vol. 24, September, 1828, p. 332. 
3 Blackwood's, v. 26, October, 1829, p. 561. Vol. 48, October, 1832, p. 391. 
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It was also in 1832 that the Edinburgh Reviewl states that I 
the public had waked up to the superficiality of content of thesi 
novels. It criticizes the novels by saying that they portrayed I 
only surface characteristics, were of "flimsy texture, fugitive 
interest, [and had] want of substance, -strength and variety. "2 
:\Vhen too many of these novels were written the whole thing de-
, generated; writers lost their onJ.y merit, that of correct deline I 
ation, and sank into ridiculous caricatures. However, the artic~e 
states, this was an effective end to the style of writing becaus~ 
the public woke up. It saw the distortion of the fashionable 
world and consequently able authors quitted the scene. 
The ~uarterly Review3 likewise criticizes these novels--es-
pecially the feminine novels, in the same way. It states that 
they have no power to grapple with deep passions, and that they 
develop no really great characters. Their only skill lies in the 
delineation of follies and foibles, lively narrative and clever 
dialogue; they present graphic pictures of the surface of society. 
1 The article laments the fact that these novels give such a one- /i 
1: 
' sided view of society, namely of ita vices and ennui, and that 
future generations will use them as sources to indicate that 
English society deserved its fate: 
an aristocracy so lost in voluptuousness, and middle ranks 
so debased by envy and small ambitions, called aloud for 
the bosom of revolution.4 
~ Vol. 55, January-July, 1832, P• 210. 
Ibid., p. 210. ~ Vol. 49, April, 1833, p. 229. 
Loc. cit. 
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The Quarterly Reviewl in 1832 attacks both the subjects and 
authors of the fashionable novels, and offers some constructive 
criticism as well. .!first of all it states that it would take a 
genius to make the field of fashionable life produce something 
'of romantic interest. However, someone who understood that life, 
Jand who could develop it in the spirit of that knowledge, might 
produce something worthwhile. ,b;ven under those circumstances, 
this writer thinks once would be enough, because the gloss and 
glitter yield so little of permanent value. 
In regard to the actual authors in this field, they are liv 
'ing the sort of life they describe and are so submerged by it 
that they can't look beyond and estimate the importance of it. 
Furthermore, they are bound by its limits, have no means of com-
•parison with other things of importance and are unacquainted wit 
:human nature at large. 
This article suggests that if the fashionable novels are to 
:be continued their scope should be expanded, and they should be 
'written by persons who have a knowledge of good and evil. These 
.writers should go beyond a limited sphere and show the effects 
· fashionable life on other classes and circles which they very 
naturally affect. A fashionable vice should be traced through 
I 
:whole social chain. ~·or instance, note the 
i 
I 
·liners of a fashionable lady's demand for a 
;: 
effects on the mil- 1: 
rapid turnout: the 
girls worked so hard that all kinds of wrong escapes were sought~ 
1 Quarterly Review, v. 48, October, 1832, pp. 165--201. 
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Comparatively early then, the periodicals saw the weaknesse 
of fashionable novels and criticized them quite severely. The 
opinion of well-known figures of the period largely concurs with 
· the opinion of the above periodical writers. As early as 1827 
in an essay entitled The Dan~x School, William Hazlitt denounced 
i the fashionable novelists because they ignored all ranks of so-
ciety except the fashionable and the highly placed. He says: 
Of late, ••• it (literature] has taken a narrower and more 
superficial tone. All that we learn from it is the ser- I 
vility, egotism, and upstart pretensions of the writers. 
Instead of transporting you to faery-land or into the middl 
Eges, you take a turn down Bond Street or go through the 1 
mazes of the dance at Almack's. You have no new inlet to 
thought or feeling opened to you; but the passing object, : 
the topic of the day (however insipid or repulsive) is ~e . 
up to you with a self-sufficient air, as if you had not al-i 
ready had enough of it. You dip into an Essay or a Novel, I 
and may fancy yourself reading a collection of quack or \ 
fashionable advertisements:--Macassa Oil, Eau de Cologne, · 
Hock and Seltzer Water, Otto of Roses, Pomade Divine glance 
through the page in inextricable confusion, and make your 
head giddy. Far from extending your sympathies, they are 
narrowed to a single point, the admiration of the folly, 
caprice, insolence, and affectation of a certain class;--so 
that with the exception of people who ride in their carriag s 
you are taught to look down upon the rest of the species I 
with indifference, abhorrence, or contempt. II 
In this same essay Hazlitt criticizes Theodore Hook quite se~l 
! 
because of his superficiality. 2 He says that the fact that the I 
I 
quality eat fish with silver forks so impresses Hook that he 
never gives the reader an opportunity to glimpse these people inl 
their real elegance and refinement. 
'I 
1 T. P. P. Howe, ed. The Com£lete Works of William Hazlitt 
(Lond~n: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1934), "The Dandy School 11 , p. 144. 
Ibid., p. 146. 
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Hazlitt laments the turn literature has taken, stating that: 
This rage for fashion and fashionable writing seems becom-
ing universal, and some stop must be put to it, unless !t 
cures itself by its own excessive folly and insipidity. 
It is interesting to note that in the early eighteen-~~ 
1 an author of a fashionable novel, namely Bulwer-Lytton, author 
of Pelham, came to see the folly of writing these novels and 
criticized them. He felt that the consequences of the silver 
fork novel were a social danger: 
Read by all classes, in every town, in every village, these 
works, as I have before stated, could not but engender a 
mingled indignation and disgust at the parade of frivolity, 
the ridiculous disdain of truth, nature, and mankind, the 
self-consequence and absurdity which, falsely or truly, 
these novels exhibited as a picture of aristocratic society~ 
In the later eighteen-thirties another form of criticism 
appeared, namely the parodies of Thackeray. In his Fashionable 
Authoress, he assails the weaknesses of the typical fashionable 
authoress. He gives his character the name of Lady Fanny Flum-
! mery and tells of her writing. She is 
published forty-five novels in fifteen 
unusually prolific, havin~~ 
years besides editing 
1
i 
.I 
twenty-seven new magazines and numerous annuals. In fact, it is!: 
amazing the way she can cover thousands of pages with ink; she I i 
i 
can 
.l 
produce a dozen pages, crossed, dashed, and so beautifully .. 
t Jl nea and close, as to be well-nigh invisible. The readiest: 
of ready pens has Lady F; her Pegasus gallops over hot- li 
pressed satin so as to distance all gentlemen riders ••• it 
runs so fast that it often leaves all sense behind it; and 
1 Ibid., p. 148. 
2 Bulwer-Lytton, England and the English, p. 74. 
7! 
there it goes on, on, scribble, scribble, scribble, never 
flagging until it arrives at that fair winning post on whic 
is written ilfinis" or 11 the end 11 ; and shows that the course, 
whether it be of novel, annual, poem, or what not, is com-
plete.! 
In continuing his estimate of the fashionable authoress, 
Thackeray states that she has no influence on literature for 
either good or evil, but that she naturally catches a certain 
, number of fools. She writes everything--that is, nothing. Her 
1 poetry is wind, her novels, stark nought, and her philosophy, 
I 2 
· sheer vacancy. As for her merits, Thackeray says her natural 
esprit is the only one she possesses. She doesn't know her own 
language, nor is she expected to know it. ~he does, however, 
i 
1 have a smattering of a half-dozen others. 
She interlards her work with fearful quotations from the 
French, fiddle-faddle extracts from Italian operas, German 
phrases fiercely mutilated, and a scrap or two of bad Span-
ish, and upon the strength of these murders she calls her-
self an authoress.3 · 
Moreover, say.a Thackeray, fashionable novels contain no scholar 
, ship, no acquaintance with books, can make use of any language, 
and have no grammatical rules. i I 
However, it isn't the fashionable auth::>ress who is at 
but the people who cringe at her feet, states Thackeray. 
I 
fault 11 , 
The 
best advice he can give is for everyone to retreat to his own 
station: bachelors go to their own taverns, husbands to their 
own homes. He says to keep away from parties where it is easy 
1 William Thackeray, Character t;;ketches, "Fashionable 
Autho2ess 11 , p. 415. 
Loc. cit. 
3 Ibid., p. 416. 
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., to play the fool; instead display natural follies among natural 
friends. There the fashionable authoress has nothing to write 
about because she too has gone to her natural abode. Thackeray 
foresees a Golden Age when that happens. 
In his Novels Q! Eminent Hands, Thackeray writes an hilari-
ous burlesque of Mrs. Gore in a selection entitled Lords and 
Li varies, by the authoress of "Dukes and D~j euner.s, 11 "Hearts and 
/ .Diamonds," "Marchionesses and Milliners," etc., etc. All the 
i 
1 characteristics of a fashionable novel are exaggerated; ridicule 
· and satire are predominant. Ten short pages are filled to over-
, flowing with dandies, intrigues and fine foreign phrases. The 
, arrival of an heiress is hailed with compliments in several for-
eign languages. 
The men were raving with love, and the women with ~ealousy. 
Her eyes, her beauty, her wit, her grace, her "ton', caused 
a perfect 11 fureur 11 of admiration or envy. Her clothes were 
copied; within a month the wretched haberdashers in the 
city exhibited the blue stocks, called "Heiress-killers, 
very chaste, two-and-six."l 
Thackeray's clever use of words and his obvious exaggera-
tions in Lords and Liveries constitute a severe, but humorous 
r criticism of the weaknesses of fashionable novels. In another 
I' 
short selection, ~ Plan for ~ Prize Novel, he goes so far as to 
suggest that English fashionable novels should be written in the· 
1 William Thackeray, Novels ~ Eminent Hands, "Lords and 
Liveries," (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1889), p. 60. 
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French style. That is, the author should be well-paid for recom 
mending various shops and articles in his book in paragraphs lik~ 
this: 
Lady Fanny flew, rather than danced, across the ball-room; 
only a Sylphide, or Taglioni, .or a lady chauss6ed by Ohev11 11 
lett of Bond Street could move in that fairy way~l 
The idea conveyed in the whole selection is that the ~~n­
able novels are so bad that it certainly would do no harm to 
make advertisement novels of ·them. 
No conclusive statement can be made as to the extent of 
Thackeray's influence in bringing about the decline of the 
fashionable novel, but he was doubtless an important factor. 
Lovett and Hughes's history states that an effective antidote '.vas 
1 administered to the silver fork school by the unsparing satirisml 
1 of Thackeray. 2 
Two authors, writing later, no less positively expressed 
their dislike for fashionable novels. George Borrow criticizes 
the rage for what he calls glittering and tawdry gentility that 1 
He Says3 that il is prevalent among the middle and lower classes. 
I 
there is a servile adoration of people who, without rank, wealt~ 
and fine clothes, would be infamous, but are admired all the 
more for their profligacy and crimes because they possess wealt~ 
rank and glittering habiliments; and that the pride, supercili- ! 
ousness and selfishness of the so-called aristocracy make it all 
1 Ibid., "A Plan for a Prize Novel," p. 90. 
2 R. M. Lovett and Hughes, H. s., History of the Novel in 
Englagd, p. 191. 
· George Borrow, Romany Rye (London: J .M. Dent & Sons, 191>) 
.P. 339. 
the more regarded by its worshippers. The middle classes had th 
conception that it was genteel to speak Italian, ride horseback, 
associate with fashionable young men, borrow money you never in-
tended to return, run into debt for clothes or lodging, and abov 
all, to go to a watering place with a gay young l<'renchwoman.l 
The worst consequence of this adoration of gentility says 
.Borrow is that gentility novels, or novels of fashionable life, 
1 are being read at the expense of ancient literature. He cites 
the Young l.Juke, "the most unexceptionally genteel book ever writ-
' ten, u as the principal favorite. 
The second author, Thomas Carlyle, in an essay entitled The 
. Dandaical Body criticizes the superficiality of the fashionable 
'novels in a very vivid manner. He speaks of the dandies as a 
new religious sect to which Sacred Hooks are not wanting; these 
called Fashionable Novels. Carlyle started reading them witn 
the following results: 
In vain that I summoned my whole energies and did my very 
utmost; ••• I was uniformly seized with not so much what I 
can call a drumming in my ears, as a kind of infinite, un-
sufferable, Jews-harping and scrannel-piping there; to wltch , 
the frightfullest species of magnetic sleep soon supervened~ 
And if I strove to shake this away, and absolutely would not 
yield, there came a hitherto unfelt sensation, as of De-
lirium Tremens, and a meeting into total deliquium: till at1 last, by order of the Doctor, dreading ruin to my whole in- i 
tellectual and bodily faculties and a general breaking-up 11 · 
of the constitution, I reluctantly but determinedly forebor~ 
•..• Loving my life and my senses as I do, no power shall . 
induce me, as a private individual to open another Fashion-: 
able Novel. 2 
1 Ibid., p. 336. 
2 'l'homas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, 11 The Dandaical body, 11 
p. 208. 
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He names Pelham as the fashionable novel that is the lead-
ing teacher and preacher of the sect, and adds that the dandies 
have published books 11 that the unassisted human faculties are 
inadequate to read. nl 
The criticisms of these various authors indicate the many 
weaknesses in the novels themselves: their superficiality, thein 
one-sidedness, and their ostentatious style. The fact that the 
school has not been able to outlive its own times in any way, is 
an indication that the criticisms of these men are justifiable. 
It seems now that the sole survivors of the group may be found 
in the personages of Mrs. Gore and Theodore Hook. Mrs. Gore had J 
a lively wit and natural esprit that made her books of some real 
inter-est and entertainment. Theodore Hook has claim to atten-
tion for two reasons according to George Saintsbury. 2 He not 
only had an influence on Dickens and Thackeray, but he was also 
1 the one who held the novel for awhile. He modernized and multi-
plied its subjects and took it out of its 11 stock and type mould 
of eighteenth century story-telling."3 Moreover, Hook could 
tell a story well, and had great graphic powers in the field of 
1 the ridiculous that saved his books from the stigma of boredom 
and made them more interesting even though ridiculous than the 
average fashionable novel. As one author said, "You could not 
help laughing, but were generally ashamed at yourself for having 
laughed•"4 
and 
Age 
1 Ibid., p. 210. 
2 George Saintsbury, The English Novel (London: J. Ill. Dent 
Sons, 1913}, p. 213. 4 R H H 3 Loc. cit. • • orne, ~New Suirit of the (New York: Harper, 1844), p. 233. 
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CHAPTER IX 
VALUE OF THE FASHIONABLE NOVEL 
It seems that the fashionable novel has only two claims to 
a positive value: first, as a reflection of the times, and, 
secondly, as an influence on a later writer, Charles Dickens. 
The fashionable novels are novels of manners, portraying th 
;thoughts and actions of a portion of English society during the 
I 
' 
i first part of the nineteenth century. They have, therefore, a 
'value as a record of that age, because they are indicative of th I 
I 
1 
current tone and feeling of society, especially of one class, the, 
1: 
aristocracy. Because of their seeming limitation to portrayal or· 
:one class, it might be said that the value of these novels as a 
faithful portrait of the manners of the time is not justified. 
!However, an author in the Edinburgh Reviewl believes that no :ro;e 
.treats of one class only; that classes necessarily overlap to 
I 
1 some extent. He states that "under the vague title of 'fashion- 1 II 
able novels' ••• , we may collect a tolerably accurate delineation; 
of almost every description of the educated classes in this king~' 
'dom; and it must be allowed, that from this mass of productions, 
posterity will receive that faithful portrait of the social habits 
and feelings of the day which we would so gladly have received 
:from our predecessors. The readers of the twentieth century will 
be in this respect more fortunate than we are. 112 
1 Vol. 57, July, ~833, p. 404. 
2 Loc. cit. 
II 
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A Blackwood writer also points out that these novels will 
I 
be a future record of a corner of society. He says, _that -.. I' 
frivolous and flimsy as these works are, ••• they will be 
pointed to hereafter, as indicating a prevalent tone of 
thought and feeling not more mean than mali~nant,--a slave-
like admiration of external distinctions ••• 
These novels, then, are indicative of temporary conditions 
, of society in ~gland; of a period in which ostentation and 
glitter spurred on middle class ambition. However, the accuracy 
of each novel as a delineation of society needs to be judged 
very carefully; for many authors wrote on fashionable subjects 
just because they were the current rage, when they themselves 
i Disraeli's Young Duke. It is reported 
.l 
A notable example is II 
that when his father first 
knew nothing at all about the subject. 
heard of the book, he exclaimed: "The Young Duke! ·what does I 
Ben know of dukes?n2 
The fashionable novel owes its second claim --to value to thil 
fact that it prepared the way for Dickens and was somewhat of an! 
•' i: 
influence on him through its important leading spirit, Theodore!: 
Hook. Both fashionable novelists and Dickens were observers of 
society; both were realists of a sort. Dickens, however, im-
proved on the realism of his predecessors. He "threw his broad 
daylight upon the twilight interim of the herd of his immediate 
predecessors in prose fiction."3 Where fashionable novelists 
1 Vol. 30, September, 1831, p. 536. § Myron Brightfield, Theodore Hook and His Novels 
Gharles Knight, ~ Popular HiStOry of Ehgland, v: p. 312. 8, p.469. 
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were vague and inaccurate1 in most cases, Dickens was just the 
opposite. He made his novels definite and gave fine delineation 
to characters and passions. These qualities the fashionable 
novel did not possess. Writing in the same vein, Laurie Magnus2 
states that all the literature of the early nineteenth century 
points and reaches out to the literature to come. He uses a 
specific example, stating that Bulwer-Lytton was eclipsed by 
Dickens, but that he started out as an observer. Dickens gave 
1 his observation well-defined ends for social benefit and welfare.! 
i . II 
Although the realistic trend of the better fashionable ~~ 
: novelists somewhat prepared the way for Dickens, their greatest i 
; influence on him was through Theodore Hook, chief exponent of th~ 
1 style of writing. Hook wrote chiefly from his observation in \l 
, society and excelled in the reality of his humorous incidents.3 I 
. However, he was weak in invention and was repetitious. Uickens, 
I I 
, on the other hand, had great creative power. In spite of DIDkenis 
' ,, 
ii 
' superiority, that he may have taken hints from his predecessor, 
I 
! is suggested by both .1!:. A. Baker4 and Myron Brightfield.5 
Baker states very definitely that Hook was a predecessor of 
· Dickens, giving their differences thus: He (Hook) was crude and 
elementary; he saw clearly but not beyond his nose. Dickens saw 
1 with his imagination. That is the difference, but it is a world 
i,l ~ Loc. cit. 
Laurie Magnus, .l!:nglish Literature in the Nineteenth Cen-
iNew York: G. P. Putnam!a tiona, 1909),~ 162. ---~Quarterly Review, Vol. 59, October, 1837, p. 489. 
Baker, op. cit., p. 221. 
5 tirightfield, op. cit., pp. 315-331. 
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of' difference."l And again, that "it was out of this coarse and 
often tasteless realism that the artistry of Dickens was to 
emerge."2 He goes on to illustrate Hook's method of using masses 
of detail and exactness to get his effect, adding that Dickens 
did the same thing to picture his scenes and settings.3 However, 
he says that uthe colour, the shades and contrasts, and above 
all the humour in his paintings of figures and surroundings, are
1
) 
II 
II of' a totally different order. 114 II Brightfield, who has made the most complete study of Hook' s!i 
ii 
influence on Dickens, gives two reasons why Dickens is recognized 
as one who followed the path Hook trod. tioth novelists were I 
! 
realists and both wrote about minor characters with "humors:: and!; 
'i I I• 
gave descriptive reproductions of the externals of English life.? 
. 'I 
1 He speaks also of the fact that both used the same method of 
I I 
•. piling up details to create vivid pictures. After giving para.Jlel 
IJ 
descriptive exerpts to illustrate the above points, Brightfield I! 
goes on to illustrate exact incidents wherein there is great 
similarity. For instance, in Pickwick there is a duel; an elope-
/ ment, a fancy-dress reception and a trial--all of which are 
, humorously portrayed. Hook has them all in Gilbert Gurney. 
D~nvers contains the same sort of a comic Parliamentary election 
as Pickvlick. Moreover, Pickwick • s famous scene with Mrs. Bardell 
l 
2 Ibid., p. 211. Ibid., p. 218. 
~ Ibid., pp. 218-221. 
Ibid., p. 221. 
5 Brightfield, op. cit., pp. 315-316. 
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in which she faints into his arms at an inauspicious moment has 
an exact parallel in Gerv~ okinner where Mrs. F'uggleston faint 
into the hero's arms when he tells her that he is to marry 
another. 
Brightfield believes that Dickens and Hook met on common 
ground in Pickwick and NichQlas Nickleby. He is of the opinion 
that a writer of Dicken6s ability would not copy verbatim from 
Hook, but that in his reading of Hook he read attentively enough 
so that he unconsciously borrowed closely specific characters 
and situations.l I 
While the fashionable novels did not have enough real merit! 
il 
, to sustain any lasting interest, they did have prominence in the II 
: 1'ield of prose fiction for a number of years, pictured a common \1 
I! 
! feeling and attitude of society, and influenced a great wr1 ter, II 
i Dickens. 
II 
dead: 
However, for the majority of readers today the school is 
All honour to a higher criticism and to the nobler aims of 
popular writers following the increase of readers, this 
race is extinct. Each one or its many genii has faded into 
vapour, and has gone into a bottle to be sealed up with the 
seal of Solomon.2 
1 Ibid., p. 329. 2 Knight, Popular History of England, v. 8, p. 469. 
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DIGEST OF THE THESIS 
It has been the purpose of this thesis to describe the de-
velopment and decline of the fashionable novel in all its phases.! 
The first chapter after the introduction deals with the 
social and economic conditions of the years that gave birth to 
the fashionable novel. 
The next chapter describes the conditions that were con-
ducive to the rise of this type of novel. It points out how the 
state of the aristocracy and the effects of the industrial revo-
lution affected the taste and amount of leisure of the reading 
i public. It notes how Sir Walter Scott had increased the popu- 1 
I 
larity of prose fiction and that there were no influential writers 
i' ;\ 
Further- l\ 
more, it tells of the trend toward realism and of how the extreme 
to take public attention from the fashionable novel. 
class consciousness gave a speedy rise to this kind of novel andll 
I; 
created a large demand for it. ,I ;i 
' 
In the fourth chapter three types of early fashionable novels 
are mentioned and two of them, Hannah More's Gael ebs in tiearch 
Q! ~Wife, and Lady Caroline Lamb's Glenarvon, are reviewed. 
Chapter five segregates the two most important authors of 
1 the school, Theodore Hook and Mrs. Catherine Gore, and tells of 
their importance. It treats of three of the former's novels: 
Danvers, Maxwell, and Gilbert Gurney; and three of the latter 
D D, .I · writer: iary of ~ esennuyee, Peers and Parvenus, and Cecil, 
or the Adventures of a Coxcomb. 
-----
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The following chapter takes ten of the lesser authors and 
reviews one novel of each, telling its plot briefly and pointing 1 
out its fashionable characteristics. 
Although the characteristics of the fashionable novel had 
been mentioned from time to time, it seemed wise to group them 
in the next chapter and clarify the general references to them. 
General characteristics, including dandyism and byronism are 
· found in this chapter. 
I 
Chapter eight covers the decline of the fashionable novel, 
i 
1 as well as criticisms of it. It points out that the change in 
conditions in England, the rise of Dickens, and public satiety 
:all contributed to the decline of this kind of novel. Then it 
I 
:tells how the fashionable novel was criticized for its super-
. ficiality and its limitations. The parodies of Thackeray, and 
1 the criticisms of Bulwer-Lytton, Hazlitt, Uarlyle, and Borrow 
were noted. 
The final chapter discusses the value of the fashionable 
i 
i novel as a reflection of society and as an influence on Dickens. 
i 
i A statement as to its value to the general reader is also made. 
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